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London, April 26. The Germans huve captured Kemmel
mountain and village and also are
in possession of Dranoulre, according to the official communication sent by Field Marshal
In
from headquarters
Halg
Franco tonight.
The communication says that
north of tho Lys river the battle
is continuing fiercely along the
wbolo front from the neighborhood of Dranoutre
to the
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Denver, Colo., April- 26. For New
Mexico: Saturday generall fair south
portion: rain north portion, cooler;
, Sunday
partly cloudy, cooler south'
.east portion,
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Washington, April 26. Strong reinforcements came to the nation's third
This photograph, tiikru in the north of Duly, Mils snapped just ill the moment nlien till AiiNtrlan hIicII popular war credit today as a result
hurst over an Italian trench. Note liow Hie soldiers tire unu, liini; low to axoiil being struck by shell fragments. of the celebration of Liberty lay with
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k
was given new impetus for 'he final
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Yprea,
The evident purpose of this attack
is to roll up the allied positions south
of the Germans Is such that only the
town. The position
that
o fthe Germans is such that only the
sternest defense will avail to check
their threatening advance.
At other points along the battle line
(Continued on Pw(tTxZaX'
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linneapolis Has Contributed, 'Fighting in and Around Han- Promptly, More Mian Any
gard Is Fierce, Little Village
Other City in U, S.; Western
Changing Hands Twice Dur
States Mighty Loyal,
ing the Day, Says Report.
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79;, minimum, 37: range, 42;
iV
64; south wind; clear.

BIG

IN

FIERCE BATTLE

mo-bit-

Ypres-Comln-

; A summary of local weather condihours ended at
tions for twenty-fou- r
'p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum,

IS PASSED

U

Villers-Bretonne-

Villers-liretonneu-

Wytschaete.
This German succors cuts a deep
notch in the allied line to the southwest of Ypres and completely outflanks the British on the northern
slopes of Messines ridge, to which
they were forced by the German assaults of two weeks ago. The line
to the southwest, toward Bailleul, apparently is In no particular danger at
present, Although the village of Dran-outr- e
has been lost to the enemy.
So Important is the possession of
Kemmel hill that the allies must
launch a counter-attac- k
to recapture
tt, and the French have begun a savage attack on the height. If the Germans continue to hold It and either
consolidate their lines or push on, the
allies will be at a great disadvantage
In future engagements.
Approaching Ypres Canal.
The latest reports from the scene
of the battle are that the Germans
are attacking on a line from La Olytte
to the
canal. La Cly-tt- e
Is about a mile and a half north
of Kemmel hill and Is six and a half
miles west of tho
canal, which runs almost due south from
Ypres-Comln-

i
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PRESIDENT REVIEWS

'V MORN, NO JOURNAL IFICII. LKAMO WIRtl
London, April 26. The importance
of every entente allied country engaged in the war to get every possible man Into position to support the
battlefront was emphasized by General Delma Radcliffe, chief director
of military operations nt the war office today, in his first interview with
since he took over
newspapermen
the position formerly held by Major
General F. B. Maurice.
"The Germans are going on with
this hammering process," he said,
"and we have got to make up our
minds that it is not this week, or
next week, or next month, that this
fight is coming to .a decision. We are
going to fight the whole summer and
In the end it is a question of who
'
holds the last reserves.
.,,.
All l,ook to On. Focli.
on
"Reserves
the west front now
are, I am happy to say, in the hands
one
of,
command, namely, in the
of
hands of the commander-in-chie- f
allied
armies in France, General
the
in
in
both
whom
everybody
Foch,
armies has complete confidence. He
so
has
far employed only a sihiill
proportion of his reserves and that
is a good augury for the future.
"I want to emphasize the fact
that this is a long drawn out test
of endurance, endurance of nations.
That is why H is imperative for this
country all countries which are enthey
gaged to get hold of every manbattle-front
can possibly to support the
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Is
Given
Drive Counter Attacks in
Impetus
Throughout Country by Hol- -i
Section by Allies
in
iday and Monster Celebra- Results
Regaining of
tions Everywhere,
Much Ground Taken by Hun

Success Cuts

Kenimel hill, a height which has
been looked upon as the key to the
southern Bide of the Ypres salient and
one of the moBt important strategic
positions on the northern battle front
in France, has been taken by the Germans.
After a defense which will become
an heroic chapter of the war, the hill
was surrounded and the Fench forces
entrenched on its slopes overcome.
The loss of the hill, which is admitted in an official statement by Gen.
chief director of
IDelma, Radcliffe,
military operations at the British war
office, brings to the allies a realization that the whole Ypres position Is
In peril from the German drive northward from. Die. lowlands lying; 4o the
west of Armentierres.
Attacks Are Terrific."
The Teutons launched terrific, attacks along the whole Wytschaete-- '
Butlleul-Metere- n
line Wednesday, ap- -.
parently for the purpose of finding a
point which might yield.
They evidently found that spot in
the section of the front held jointly
by the British and French troops; and
against It they hurled fresh divisions
which fought their way forward all
day Thursday until at nightfall they
had surrounded Kemmel hill and isolated the French troops holding the
position.
All night long the fight went on and
it was not until Friday that the Germans succeeded In storming up the.
slopes of the height.
Loss Is Serious.
The loss of Kommel hill is serious,
for it overlooks much of the lowlands
lying back of the allied lines in the
Ypres salient. The hill is 464 feet In
height, rising from lowlands on the
south and east. It is six miles southwest of Ypres and three miles west of

RE-CAPT-

CAMPAIGN

Notch in So Far He Has Employed Only
Small Portion of His ReAllied Lines South of Ypres,
Above
British
and Outflanks
serves, Which Is Good AuMessines,
gury for Future of Allies,
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The text of the field marshal' .report reads:
"North of the Lys river thba.ttle I
continuing fiercely on the whole front
from the neighborhood of Dranoutre
to the
canal. The eneYpres-Comln-

possession of Pranou-tr- e,
Kemmel village vnd Mont Keni

my has gained

mel.
"The enemy's attack yesterday wa
made in great strength by nin Ger- man divisions.
This morning the
Krench anil British troops counter-u- t
tucked and succeeded ut first In mak
ing some progres?,
nturing a num- i
ber of prisoners. Later in the day th
enemy renewed his attacks, directing
his assaults with particular Insistence
a
against the positions from Loom
Clytte and astride the Ypres-Co- -'
mines canal.
,
Smc IrogreM Miulc.
"In the neighborhood o: La Clytte
and Scherpenberg all the enemy's at-- "
tacks have been held, but after severs)
fighting, in the course of which a
lies of determined attacks were repulsed, with heavy losses to hit troops,
he succeeded In pressing back our lin,,
in the direction of Loore. On both
sides of the Comlnes canal the enemy
ulso made some progress.
.

to-L-

.

.

--

,

"Early this morning the French an4

British troops attacked the enemy position south of the Bom mo In the
neighborhood of Hangard and Hangard wood und have carried their line
forward at certain points by heavy

fighting.
"On the remainder of the British
front the situation remains unchanged."
FKF.Nt If AXI KSr.VUM
AUK BOTH IXJItiCKD HACK
Berlin, April 26 (via London.)

Thj

German official communication

Isuuecil
today says:
"The attack by General von Arnlm'l
army against Mount Kemmel led to
a complete success. The height iUelf.
tn
looking into the Flanders plain
our possession.
"The French divisions entrusted
within the radius of the Britiah
troops with the defense of Mont Kero-mand English troopg adjoining
them at Wytschaete and DranOutra,
were thrown out of their position).
"The large crater of St. Elol and
the place itself was captured. Numer. ,
ous concrete houses and fortified,
farms situated tn the fight area were
:

1

el

raptured.
"Prussian

and

Bavarian

troop

took Mont Kemmel and the village b

storm."

"We captured Dranoutre and th
height to the northwest of Vleugel-hoe-

k.

'

"Battle squadrons attacked with
great success the rear communicating
roads of the enemy, which wri
crowded with carts and columns of

'
men."
"As the result of yesterdays battle. '
more than 6,500 prisoners have beeai
reported up to the present

The ma

Jorlty of the prisoners are French and,
there are one English and one French

regimental

commander among toa

captives.
"South of the Somme,
,
neux, in which we penetrated, could)
tyot be held in the face of enemy
Vlller-Breto-

n'

TWO
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For Constipation! Physic
Purge or LaxatWQ?

German Blood Drips From British Tanks
Huns Ground Under Tanks Which

Return So Covered With Blood
They Have to Be Washed Down
(By Mornltii Journal Special Lea sod Wire.)
tno liriiisn Army m r ranee, .prn
i ne
uy Associated
slaughter caused by the small British tanks among a concentration of
tho enemy near Caehy in Wednesday's fighting appears to have been
even greater than was originally reported. A few of these little engines, which
are much faster than the ordinary big tanks, matte the assault so uuickly
on two to three battalions of the enemy's infantry vhich were forming for
an attack that the flermans were unable to scatter before they wero being
fiercely deluged with machine gun bullets.
Not onlv that but a large number of men were caught beneath the
tanks and ground into the earth.
Prisoners estimate that at least two and probably three German companies were wiped out in a few minutes.
The machines returned in such horrible condition from tho shambles
that they had to be washed down.
One German prisoner had u rough experience with the smalt tanks and
lived to tell the story, although he was much shaken as a result of his exHe got separatee",, from his unit and was hiding in a shell hole
perience.
near Caehy when a tank charged directly over the hole. It wits de,ep
enough to protect the German, but he was so terrified that he lost consciousness and was just regaining bis senses when the performance was repeated by- a second tank.
Again he escaped and saved hininelf further
trial by being captured.
Only Four 1 tut Tanks Appear.
Only four German tanks appear to have been In the action Wednesday
about
although numbers of others are rumored to have
been assigned to participate in the attack.
Tiho fourth guards' division, which advanced against the town from
the south, expected seven tanks to accompany them 'but three of them
did not appear.
'
The German division attacking Caehy was told that four tanks were
to support the assault, but these were missing at tho appointed hour. Thus,
eleven tanks had been figured upon but only four were actually engagedV
The German prisoners state they never had seen the tanks before although
The greater secrey appears to have been
thy had often heard of them.
maintained by the German higher command regarding these engines, so
much that tho infantry had not been trained to work with them in their
initial appearance.
u
Tho German tanks-sen- t
; acted quite,
Into tho fight at
of the foot soldiers.
Their business apparently was to
independently
search out tfie machine gun nests and engage them. The fact that the
crews of two of the enemy tanks abandoned them when they got iito'
trouble would seem to Indicate that the personnel la not experienced.
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porcelain lining. It cannot break,
crack or chip! This one piece porcelain lining has rounded inside front corners.
This is a Leonard exclusive
patented feature and cannot be
found in any other refrigerator.
Ten wall ave your ice
The Leonard Cleanable is insulated
by ten different walls. This keeps
the heat out of the refrigerator and
keeps the cold in.
Select a refrigerator made in
Grand Rapids
Whatever grade or type of refrigerator

REFRIGERATOR is one of the
most important purchases you
will ever have to make for

A

your household.
Many women make the mistake
of buying a cheap refrigerator or a
small one. Let your first refrigerator be one of permanent value to
you. A careful study of the following points will help you purchiise
one that will be satisfactory for the
rest of your life.
Four important pointt to watch

The refrigerator should be
planned so the air circulates freely
into every part of the food chamber.
2. The lining should be sanitary,
1.

i

I' I

vou huy look for the name "Leonard" and
the mark "Mude in Grnml Rnpids". Here
are located the most expert workmen the
most experienced
finest cabinet makers-t- he
designers.
Come in and get an interesting, helpful
booklet -- "Care of RefriKerators". Let us
showyouoneof the famous Leonard models.

easily cleanable.
3.

The insulation of. the walls

should be as perfect as possible.
4.

The work-

Leonard
Cleanable

manship and materials should be
of the very best
quality.
A lining of
real porcelain

Refrigerator

Leonard Clean-abl- e
Refrigerators
have a one piece

Ma le in Grand Rapids, Micfc.

RAABE & MAUGER
Phone

If It

Hardware

s

It."
115-11-

Gallup Lump
Gallup Egg
Cedar and
Factory Wood

Hangard-en-Sunterr-

1

Phone No. 251
C, H, CARNES,

Optometrist.
"CTcglasaea Tuat Satisfy"
The Moat Modern and Completely Equipped Optical Parlor In the
Entire Southwest.
Fourth Street, Third Door North
of Postoffice.

Phone

Ill

X.

AllF, FOODLFSS
OK TIIIJKK WHOLE DAYS
1

London, April 2G (to neuter's Ottawa Agency.) Dispatches from British

for Appointment.

1067

North First.

7

and comiucrcd a part of the we.stern
slope of that village.
"The battle has been going on all
day and in continuing with exceptional
violence. The Germans have tried to
arrest our advance at any price and
have suffered great losses which were
inflicted by our artillery. The German
resistance was most notable north of
the wood of
where the enemy seven times launched
their yssault battalions against our
lines without forcins our valiant
troops to give ground.
"The combat was no less fierce in
the village of Hangard, which lias
changed hands twice during the day
South of the Luce river we have retaken positions w hich we have held in
spite of all the efforts of the enemy.
There have been intermittent bombardments on the right bank of the
Luce river and at lUirtmansweiler-Kopf.- "

AZTEC FUEL CO.

!

Wo Have

74.

Their Tank.

,

cross-count-

Tank Battle Features Bloody Fight
In Picardy Field; Fierce Efforts of
Germans as a Whole Unsuccessful

headquarters stato that yesterday's
brilliant counter-attacby the Australians supported by English troops,
(By Morning Journal Special Leased Wire.)
counter-attackattacks who drove through enemy forces four
Further
vitn the French Army in France Cross of the Legion of Honor on the
jj,
'""failed due east of the village. At the times their strength, restored the sit- Thursday, April 25 (by the Associated battlefield.
wood we wrested from the enemv and uation in our favor. The French are Press.)
A general idea of this resumed GerInfantry fighting on the
ISiithe village of Hangard attacks also reported
heavily
battlefield
of
eased
off
man
today,
offensive demonstrates that the
Picardy
lulled.
this morning in tho region of Wyt-- s
after bloody encounters during the enemy plan was to thrust at the junc
i
"The number of prisoners taken in
haete.
this battle area has been increased to
Prisoners taken in tho Lys sector night. The Germav now are In pos- tion of the French and British armies
e
say that for three days they have been session of both
protecting Amiens with an intention
,,,, "On the. western bank of the Jlo-- 'j fuodlcss, owing to British artillery and
to which they of separating them.
During the
Belle. Saxon companies stormed the having
prevented supplies being are holdig with desperation, but can- course of Tuesday night the Germans
"'iFrench
into
tranches
and
British
up.
brought
penetrated
long range guns
"
After having aecom-- t have been particularly active in the not put a foot outside because of the opened an artillery preparation of
itegneville.
to
their
returned
task
back
jdished
areas, where they are stern determination of tho allied extreme intensity, having taken adenemy's
they
iheir lines with prisoners."
doing great execution among tho heavy troops, who are working in the closest vantage of the respite in the fighting
to bring forward many guns.
At
I
columns of transport moving along
.. 1hexch a ttkmpt to
The artillery on both sides Is now dawn on AVcdnesday morning the
the Ohituweh-Ghelttveroad.
kkmmkl hiu,
very active, probably aa the prelimi- British started a
BFHMV DH1ARKS TDK
nary to renewed infantry encounters.
a
Hun Infantry I'nsnex'Cssful.
London, April 26 (to neuter's
FAIL I RK Tanks of both the alfies and tho Ger( '( ) I
mans played an important part in
Agency.) The French have
Shortly afterward the German inKemmel hill and a furious but- attacked the
Berlin, April 26 (via London. )"En-em- y the course of the fighting in the loaf fantry unsuccessfully
counter-attack- s
A
ile is raging, says a dispatch from
against Mont few days. This was the first occasion line north of
.I.Jteuter's correspondent at British Kemmel and in the fighting area south in history when these instruments of the same time the French poured a
of
failed with heavy war met each other.
barrage fire on the Germans advancUJjheadquarters in France.
The
The Germans have attacked from losses," says the official statement Ising toward
Germans t'se Few Tanks.
La, Clytte to the
throughout
canal, sued by the war office tonight.
The Germans did not bring many fiercest fighting ensued
"lithe dispatch adds.
tanks into action, and up to the pres- Wednesday and Wednesday night and
V," The Franco-Britisarmies, attack Wants Needle Workers
ent it has been impossible to ascer- as the result the enemy captured
x
to oppose
f j(ng from
except a few houses
tain whether those that were In the
The enemy then got
for Men Who
ilangard, have made progress.
fight were merely repaired British In the outskirts.
which fell into the German within !i00 yards of the eastern limits
tanks,
TK NTFR. ATTACKS ARK
occupied
Hangard
hands at Cntntrut, or copies of them, of Caehy and
MADK AGAINST GFHMAXS
or whether a new model of German wood, while in Hangard Itself thev
llli
sureven
gained the cemetery and
tanks was employed.
.... Paris, April 20. Counter-attack- s
the
French
the
rounded
but
village
Tho
Germans
two
of
kinds
possess
x
IjljigaiiiHt the German lines from
tanks, the first of which Is small and would not give up.
t" smith of the Luce wore
Simultaneously, the Germans made
swift. The other is a formidable land
launched this morning by out troops,
j
Dursome progress toward, Hallles.
cruiser.
''"wllu succeeded, despite the fierce r
firmBritish
the
ing
Wednesday
night
H'he
French
tanks had already taken
sialaiice of the enemy whiT-haa brilliant part in the fighting some ly held their positions immediately
r.
"
'
Smbrought up important forces, in
around
and rewhen
days ago,
they drove the Gera law part of the ground
mans from Senecat wood, westward gained some ground.
AW from Castel. In
which had been lost in that region,
Village t lmnges Hands.
connection with this
...!ays the official statement issued bj
Large German forces wero thrown
action, two tank, commanders who
war
office
tonight.
.;.the
performed deeds of heroism have Just against Hangard and the village
Si
The statement reads:
changed hands on several occasions,
been rewarded with honors.
'.'' "Our troops counter-attacke- d
the
finally remaining In the possession of
Lieutenant
a
Domere,
Vil-f.
commanding
lines this morning from
squad of tanks, while advancing, saw the Germans this morning.- on Hanto south of the I.uce
The hold of the French
one of his chariots of assault suddenly
jj jivor ad have succeeded despite the
halt. An investigation showed that Its gard had become extremely difficult
J'l'fierce resistance of the enemy, who
after the fall of
entire crew was disabled.
In
but they maintained their desperate
lj had brought up Important forces.
The
lieutenant
one
with
men
his
of
"of
the ground
iliiretaking a largo part
as u gunner, mounted the tank under defense for a long time In hope that
We have
latter village would be recaptured.
;'which was lost yesterday. monument
heavy fire and set It In motion and the
Such is the actual position as this disjjjjietaktn the position at the
'reached
on
Castel,
the
attacking
is written.
,..outh of
penetrated
the machine gun several lai'jje patch
jjjjlnto the wood of
groups of Germans, putting many of
them out of action. Eventually they FIVE STATES ARE
41
ii
returned safely to the. French line.
ABOVE LOAN QUOTAS
!OLD AGE A CRIME!
'
IliUMi Tank Stalls in Hun Line.
'A
iSome pentl ar yonnif at 60 rd ehe'krt,
anSergeant
Mouren, commanding
and vignroun. Others are old at 4
lav uomieia joumal (fccial LlAttn wmtl
other tank, noticed a German field
joints beginning t" Bliffin up a bit; step
Ran
26. Five
Francisco,
April
to la? and lost lin Fprimslnrsn;
battery retreating, followed It to
states, the territory of Hawaii and
touches f pain in the hack, foel
the gunners.
He was BOO yards Southern California
in the twelfth
T!3i"d without cause, and possibly a twinge
within the German lines when his
federal reserve district, now are
jjljif rheumatic pain.
motor
to
refused
work.
The
Jn moHt castsergeant "over the top" in their subscriptions
thpse nje tlu danger eignals
4
vnrn you that tfie kitlnoys ore nt
tlismountcd with his crew under a to the Third
MRS' TtCUMANTH.'NEWBfjeeYJl
Liberty Loan.
of throwing off
work
fhelr
doing
of
hurricane
rifle
detached
fire
and
ironiptly
The states that have exceeded their
P01"0"
hat are always forming in the '
the
machine
with
ho
which
guns,
Mrs. Truman II. Newberry, wife of
quota are Idaho, Oregon, Utah,
ffhody. To negiect the natural warnings Im
a large force of Germans who Washington, and Nevada.
crime flKHlnst yourself. IT you have then
the, former secretary of the navy, as
vou
con
find
Needlework
Guild
head
of
to
in
the
nlief
until
.of
prompt
attempted
t.(pyTnptomn
approach, firing
v i(lD MBIWL Haarlem Oil ("np.su
For America, Is now seeking a member- the last reel of cartridges was spent.
Hide and Lentlier Priocsi
tn, has hewn th
itrlore ,nH,i
of 2,000,00(1 in that organization, The entire crew,
,fr
ship
the sergeant,
Washington, April ,2. Representar r.: dy tot kidney and bladder
and she Insists there must he 2,0110 was wounded, butexcept
the sergeant gath- tives of the hide and' leather industry
Mrs. Theodore Roose- ered the
new
men together and began conferences today with the war
lit! GOLD MKDAti Haarlem Oil Oapmilrs nrp velt Isbranches.
honorary president. Member- they made injured
...itnporifd riliert from the laboratories at
their way through thlcktts industries board looking to an agreeIlaarlem, Holland. Ottt thorn ut your drug-I- I ship in the organization Is founded to the French
ment as to the price at which hides
position.
Do n t tako a substitute.
Jn boxes on tho production of two new gari
Both,
lank commanders received the ana IcuUiers shall bo sold,
ments each yejjfc,
.
'
k

s.
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Germans

Just ascertain an effect; and certainly a much more'
pleasant one, can be obtained by the use of a combination of
simple laxative herbs with pepsin sold by druggists under the
name of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It acts gently, without
griping. It is an especially ideal medicine for children;
women; old people and others who find purges too powerful.
Only a teaspoonful is required; and by morning the move-- "
ment is free and complete. A bottle in the house is insurance ,
for the whole family against constipation; indigestion,
s,
flatulency and other digestive ills.

JOURNAL

rograd.

1

Four German tanks lame forward with the second attack at about
!
o'clock. Only one clash occurred between then and the British tanks.
That was when the quartet came tip against ono big British machine and
two smaller ones. Both of the latter had been damaged somewhat by the
heavy cannonade, but tho bigger British machine forced) the enemy to retreat and put one of tho number out of action.
Tho crew of this German tank fled, as didi that of another which afterward got in the mud. Neither tank, however was completely smashed
and the enemy got. them away later. Both tho damaged British tank
were saved.
From statements made by prisoners the correspondent is able to give
an approximate description of the new German tank. It is about
wide. Thero is a central turret on top and
long,
high and
the turret guns aro of about 5
These tanks also carry
about six machine guns, which fire from the front, rear and both flanks
Tanks Look Liko luirge Turtles.
The track, or caterpillar band upon which which the tank runs, in
driven about, by several pairs of wheels. Armor plate gives the whole machines tho appearance of a turtle or an inverted basin. The speed of
these tanks
is said to be very Wow.
On the highway it is reported to be much faster. One tank used on
Wednesday had the name, "Cyclops' painted across the front and another
bore the skull and cross bones.

MOHNINO

London, April
of the Petrograd soviet, according to a Russian wireless dispatch,
has sent a message to the grain growing provinces begging them to send
food. Owing to events in Finland
rations have been shortened and only
one day's supply is available in Pet-

'

How Shall I Decide on a Refrigerator ?

Everyone now and then becomes constipated; and
millions are chronically in that condition. The perplexing
question arises what to use.
Purgatives and cathartics are drastic and usually cause
a reaction. ' Saline waters are rapid in action but do no more
than empty the bowels.

Z NOV EF F

I

Tha druggist will refund your money if
to do aa promised.
.

PLEADS
RADCLIFFE
Page

Dt. Caldwell's

NO INCREASE
,

9".

la apite

it fails

,

of enormous

incteaaed laboratory
cotta due to the Wir
the manufacturera of
Dr. .Caldwell'e Syrup
Peons are sacrificing
their prohte and abaorb-th- e
war
aa
that thia familytaiee,
Jazalive
may remain at the prewar price of 50c and $k
a large bottle. So told
by drugguta for 26 years

S YRUP

DEPSIN

Ji Laxative
that the Germans succeeded in occupying Kemmel hill, a sector involvFREE SAMPLES
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
ing both French and British troops.
is the largest selling liquid laxative
repa
n America.
If you have never used it. send
"The net result in the Kemmel secfree trial bottle to Dr. W.
your address for
tor so far Is that the Germans have
B. Caldwell. 468. Waihington St.. Monticello.
gained about 2,000 yards on a front
III. If you have babies in the family send for
a copy of "The Care of toe Baby."
of about 1.200 yards. The gain is
not large hut Involves very Important ground and there-- is no question
but that It is a very serious loss.
"There Is nothing decisive about
RED CROSS WILL
the loss of Kemmel hill, but it is a HIGH SCHOOL COMEDY,
most important tactical feature. It
BY
OF-- ,
PLAYED
GET
FOURTH
SENIORS,
is an observation point for all ground
to the north, but It remains to be
CROWD
LARGE
DRAWS
CHOIR
RECEIPTS
seen whether it will remain in the
enemy's hands. Our tine to the north
The comedy "Green Stockings" was
B. M. O'Neill, advance manager for
is nil right.
An Isolated Height
played by hih school seniors to nn tho Paulist Choristers of Chicago, on
"Kemmel hill Is an isolated height audience which filled the school audi- unparalleled
musical
organization
covered with woods which stand ra- torium last night. From the time the which is to visit Albuquerque May 8,'
ther out in front and apart from curtain was lifted until the end of yesterday
completed
arrangements
the range of hills which General tho third net, the play moved with a whereby 25 per cent of the receipts at
Maurice referred to as the backbone snap, which is not always seen In am- the concert here are to be donated
of the position.
ateur productions.
the .local Red Cross chapter as a
"The situation around Kemmel hill
in their
Celia Faraday's engagement to a means of assisting them
la not yet cleared up and we shall Colonel smith who
never ex- work.
really
t
have more Information this evening. isted, the manner in which she brought
The choir, composed of more than
"On the south the situation at
100
men
tho
is
for
and
boys,
announcement of his death
traveling
is very satisfactory. about the
of the reaL relief of Belgium and France but on
and the final
We have taken back all wo lost Colonel Smith appearance
O'Neill
occasion
this
has decided
Mr.
were the complications
and with the village we have taken which added interest and
to to asisst In Red Cross work here and
humor
many prisoners and inflicted heavy the
has been
play. The audience was kept in the following committee
is a most
losses.
chosen to superintendent the matter:
a
of
throughout.
ripple
laughter
a
plaImportant tactical point atop
Miss Viola Herkenhoff as Celia Far- Miss Grace Borradaile, Mcsdames E.
teau from which one may look down
and Harold McClanahartas Col- N. Bullock, J. T .McLaughlin, Charles
Amiens.
aday
the western slope towards
onel
took tho heaviest parts, White. F. G. Metzgar, R. R. Pollock.
Smith
we
two
these
attacks,
"Looking at
and their acting was largely responsi- Miss Mabelle Shelton, a teacher of
see one thing. In each case the eneble for the success of the play. Ralph the high school, and Messrs. W. A.
my has struck at tho junction of the Miller as William
father of Keleher and Joseph McCanna.
French and British armies. As you Celia, 'Miss Lenore Faraday,
Traveling with this famous choir is
as Au
, Wilweak
be
a
must
a boy who reaches
always
know, that
s, also Billie Hallissey,
liam Horner as a suitor r,f
arrangebest
possible
spot. With the
showed talent as actors. ' " s who high "C" in his songs and who Is
understandknown
as the "mocking bird" of
ments and with the best
acted their parts well were Miss
arThis lad easily leads the
ing, it must always be difficult to
Miss Fay Hearing and America.
Seeley,
both
range for immediate support, two dif-by Miss Alexandria Vaughey as sisters entire choir in his wonderful singing
and his voice responds to the leaderOf Celia; Albert Newcomer, the famartillery and reserves, when
Finn as a wonderful
ferent commands are involved.
ily servant; Ralph Brooks as a friend ship oftoFather
the fingers of a master.
Huns Ixxk For Joint.
of the family and Cola Morris as Cap- organ
The ages of the boys traveling with
"These difficulties, naturally, are tain Griee. Those under whom tho
the choir range from 1J to 15 years
increased when you have two nation-altieplay was directed were Miss Gather,
and, although we and the Miss Peairs and Miss Elizabeth Little. and all have attained a wonderful
in their singing.
French have been fighting alongside
George Taylor, attorney, represent- perfection
each other fur three and a half years ing the
men, gave a talk
and have absolute confidence in each in the interest of the Liberty Loan HERBERT M'GAFFEY
other, yet wo. must always expect the campaign between tho first and secCOMMISSIONED AS
Germans to try to find a joint in me ond act. Music for tho evening was
furnished
the
school
orches
by
high
ENSIGN IN NAVY
harness.
"Speaking generally as regards the tra, under the direction of Miss Mabel
A. B. MeGaffey has received a teleGerman policy as evidenced in the SheltQii.
gram from his son, Herbert MeGaffey,
events of the last few days there is
"who Is located at the naval training staGenGERPHEIDE IS SENT
nothing to alter the view that
tion at Mare Island, San Francisco,
eral Maurice put before you that it is
telling of his success jn examinations
TO COUNTY JAIL; NO
the German intention to wear out the
for a commission as ensign in the
British urmy. He has 'been unable to
navy. The young man will receive
BONDSMEN
OBTAINED
the commission at once.
break It or divide the British and the
Herbert MeGaffey enlisted in the
French.
was
who
arrested
Harry
Gorphoide,
navy five months ago and was sent
There is no reason to doubt that a
in
on
week
the
an
of
early
complaint
to a training school for officers. Durbig offensive on a far greater scale agent "of the
department of Justice ing his period in this school he saved
than ever is still to be expected be charged with violating
section 3 of the
tween Arras and Amiens with the ob espionage act, was transferred from a companion from drowning at great
risk to himself and received a letter
the
in
and
of
separating
driving
ject
the city jail to the county jail yester- of commendation
from Secretary of
British and French.
day afternoon by Deputy United the Navy Daniels for his brave act.
Successes Only Tactical.
States Marshal
A.
Murphy. He also was recommended for a
Harry
"So far the whole German success is Gerphcido has so far been unable to medal of
honor, a rare honor In the
merely tactical. He has won ground obtain bond in the sum of $2,000.
navy.
S.
and taken positions and guns and is
Klock
been
has
George
Attorney
Both father and son arc widelj
Mr. Klock known
hammering the British army wher- retained by Oerpheide.
throughout this state.
was called to Bernalillo on business
ever possible.
"This object has been countered by yesterday, so as he asked Attorney
Mrs. Isaac Barth, chairman, has
E. B. Garcia to assist in finding bonds- called a meeting of the Bernalillo
the action of the allied commander-in-chie- f
to
men
the
howThe
for
French
sending
in
Gerpheide.
hunt,
troops
county woman's auxiliary to the stato
north front, making it more difficult ever, was not successful. It was council of defense for Monday afterone
stated
that
had
consented
noon at 2 o'clock at the Chamber of
party
for the Germans to continue the game
to go on the bond, but the court re- Commerce for the purpose of reorganof fighting the British alone."
antwo
at
least
sureties
and
quires
izing.
other ono had not been located at a
KEMMEL HILL SERIOUS
late hour last night.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS.
If Gerpheide's offense was a mere
LOSS; YPRES SECTOR IS
could
be tried at the present
felony he
J. J. Dally.
NOW IN MUCH DANGER term of the federal court in Santa Fe,
The body of J. J. Daily, who died
to
but owing
the fact thai it is a
criminal case he must await the ac- last' Monday morning, will lie in state
at Thomas Blakemore's mortuary
tion of the federal grand Jury next
chapel from 9 to 12 o'clock today, afthe Germans have made no important
ter which it will be prepared for shipgains.
ment to Chicago on train No. 2 thiB
British Line Holding.
afternoon.
ODD FELLOWS OBSERVE
British
tho
At
NINETY-NINT- H
have held their lines and completed
YEAR
the work of clearing out the last GerbeIN
AMERICA
OF
ORDER
held
BE PRETTY! TURN
on
man positions
the ground
fore the German attack 'on WednesTho I. O. O. F. and Rebekah lodges
day, but Hangard apparently still is
in German hands, and the Teutons of Albuquerque last night celebrated
to
north
the
have forged ahead just
in a novel manner the ninety-nint- h
DARK
of this village and are reported to anniversary of Odd Fellowship
In
of
have launched attacks on the town
is estimated that more
America.
It
Caehy, 'without, however, having oc- than 200 members of tho two lodges
cupied the place.
enjoyed the evening.
Try Grandmother's Old FavFurther south, immediately north
Past Grand Master, i. R. White-side- s
orite Recipe of Sage Tea
of Castel, the Germans have peneread a short history of the order
and Sulphur.
trated the village of Hailles and are of Odd Fellows and Past President
in possession of Hill 82, south of the Mrs. Chapman delivered a talk on the
Almost
everyone knows that Sage
Rebekah branch of the work. Paul
village. The French have counter-attacke- d
on this front and regained Redlngton, city manager, also deliv- Tea and Sulphur, properly compounded,
back
brings
natural color and
ered a short talk, which, was followed lustre to the the
ground.
hair
At no otner point has the enemy ad- by a musical program of high order. streaked or gray. Years when thefaded,
ago
only
The social part of the evening was way to get this mixture was to make
vanced, although bitter fighting has
been going on in many sectors In both featured by card playing and dancing, it at home, which is muasy and trouthe Sommo and Armcntleres battle Hooverteing in the refreshment line blesome. Nowadays, by asking at
area.
the committee in charge served sand- any drug store for "Wyeth's Sage ami
There have been artillery duels at wiches from a wheelbarrow, coffee Sulphur Compound," yoa will get a
various points along the French front from a lawn sprinkler, sugar in a coal large bottle of this famous old recipe,
to the north of the Somme, as well as hod and doughnuts from a broom improved by the addition of other
ingredients, at small cost. '
positions further south. Only the us-- " handle.
Don't stay gray!
it! No one
ual patrol engagements have been recan possibly tell thatTryyou flarkened
from
as
Italian
front.
the
ported
it does it so naturally
Smoke was seen Issuing from under your hair,
evenly. You dampen a sponge, or
the bridge at High street and Copper and
soft
brush
with
it and draw this
Three Bodies Found,
avenue yesterday afternoon. Police
your hair, taking one small
26. The man N. A. Miller investigated
Burlington,
Vt., April
and through
bodies of three workmen wore found found three fires burning. He also strand at a time; - by morning- the
hair disappears, and after antoday ' in the ruins of the Vermont found three boys actively engaged in gray
other application or two, your hair
Milk Chocolate
company's plant
fuel to the flames. They were becomes beautifully dark, glossy and
which" was destroyed by " fire last adding
brought to the police station where, attractive.
night.
Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur Comafter being given a good lecture, they
is a delightful toilet requisite
were released on their promise not to pound
those who desire dark hair
for
and
Journal Want Ads Pay Because build firesespecially under a bridge youthful
It hi not in.
or In close proximity to other struc- tended forappearance.
the cure, mitigation 08
Everybody Reads the Journal. tures in the future. "
t
preventlgn o( dlieaaa, '
The Perfect
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nun

school children who were to partici
pate in me event to gainer.

ll LOCAL DRAINAGE
Formal liaising or lias.
Tlir. mienine- ami tirinrinal feature
'I
of the program was the formal raisi
S BEST FOR 1)5
ing of the flag. This honor was ac-- ! AT TIIK TMKATEltS TODAY.
HONOR FLAG IS
women. Miss
corded to two young
star
Gardner
15" Theater
Jack
Wilson and Miss Lloyd. As the Indian
Gift O Gab," a. five-reschool band broke into the strains of ring in "The
also an added at
Perfection
picture;
btar
the national anthem, 'The
en- SAYS AN EXPERT
in
another
episode of
traction
VOU11ST
P.iinner."
WOllien
the
UNFURLED HERE QnanfHnridrew
Woman."
tho
and
geance
above
the flags. Old Glory
slowly
o
OyMul 0K'i-- House Lplsode
the honor flag, to tno top ot ine suirr..
"Tho
uncover
"Tho
Ship,"
.Mystery
Men stood at attention with
episode; also
ed heads until the music was com Lost Express," two-re- d
L. Fellows "Points Out tire
j
three-pa-. pleted.
eiuiuuu
a
leuture,
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Brooklyn Twirlers at Will
Causey Given a Workout,
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Brooklyn,
York won its ninth .straight victory,
Tlio Giants used
up four
today.
Brooklyn pitchers.
Mitchell, who left for Camp Upton
gam:i
tonight, pitched his farewell
and lusted less than an inning, thoj
first four New York batsmen making;
safe hits. Crimes was batted out- in
the tir.th.
Causey, a new Giant pitcher, was
ami
given a workout in the ninth
made a good Impression. Score:
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Cleveland

n c a famous pitcher, who received high nillilary honors In the civil
Icad.'ug p'ti'lier of today who Ik to join the National Army.

Alexander,

BY P.U'I; PCltMAX.
few days ago Grover Cleveland
Alexander, greatest of present day
pitchers, wp.s drafted for the national
army. In a few weeks at the outside
he will lie called into service.
Will Alexander be able to achieve
as great fame in army service as he
ha in his baseball endeavors? Will he
come out of service with shoulder
straps and a record as a great soldier?
The drafting of Alexander recalls
one of the romances of early baseball.
Hack in the
middle fifties, when
baseball was just getting its start and
a ball game was a curious combination of base'lxill, cricket, town ball and
t,
a league of four teams
was formed in Ilrooklyn, the Elcol-slorthe Atlantic's, the Kckfords and
the Putnam.
A

Score by innings:
400 004 21011
New York
5
000 003 020
Brooklyn
e
hits Hums.
Summary:
Three-bas- e
Rariden. Olson, Hickman.
hits Young, Poyle. Stolen base
Burns, Zimmerman, Demuree. SacSacrifice
hits Zimmerman.
rifice
Double plays Daubert
fly Kauff.
RodriKUrz
and Holke.
mid Olson:
Bases on balls Off Grimes 3, Russell
1. Plitt 1, Demaree 2. Struck out
By Orlines 1, Demaree 2. Innings
pitched Mitchell 0 (none out in
first). Grimes 6, Russell 1, Plitt 2.
Demaree 8, Causey 1.
Two-bas-

three-old-ca-

s,

Chicago 3; St. IOtiLi 2.
Chicago, April 26. Grover Cleveland Alexander, premier pitcher of
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
the National league, pitched his farewell game before reporting to Camp
NATIONAL I K.YGl i:.
Kunston, Kas., for duty in the NationW. L.
al army and Chicago won from St.
!l
l,olus. Alexander allowed only two hits, New York
7
both of which were made by Roger Philadelphia
5
Chicago
Hornsby.
4
Pittsburgh
Before the game Alexander was pre4
sented a wrist watch by his teammates Cincinnati
2
and two large bouquets by his friends. St. Louis
2
He then turned in his subscription for 'Huston
.ooo
0
Brooklyn
Bonds.
Loan
Third
of
$5,000
Liberty
Score:
AMLKICAN LKAGl I:.
SI. Louis.
W. L.
Pet.
AB It. H. PO
9
2
Boston
.818
3
0
Smith, cf
5
2
Cleveland
.714
4
Niehoff. 2b
2
2
Detroit
.StU)
4
Buird, 3b . .
2
2
.500
Chicago
4
4
Hornsby. ss
5
Washington
.ill
2
Cruise. Jf
New York
7
4
.36
.

Snyder, c
May, p . .

.

.1

Philadelphia

Kt.

.
.29 2 2x25 12 1
Totals
xxBatted for May in eighth Inning.
xOne out when winning run scored.
Chicago.
AB. U. li. PO. A. K.
1
2
0
3
0
Hollocher, ss
0
0
4
0
0
Barber, rf
0
2
2
0
4
Mann, If
1
0
0
3
Paskert, cf
4
0
0
Mcrkle, lb
1
0
2
0
Kilduff, 2b
0
(I
3
0
Kill ifcr, c
0
Deal, 31) .
0
0
0
0
Alexander,
0
0
0
0
.
2 Flack,
.

1

.......

1

1

1

5

7

.

Totals

30

3

27

2

.Batted for Deal In ninth.
11. H. K.
Score:
1
2
100 000 0012
St. Louis
2
5
000
000
2013
Chicago
e
hits Hornsby,
Summary:
Mann 2. Stolen bases Paskert. Sacrifice hit Kilduff. Bases on balls
Off Alexander 2, Ames 2. Innings
pitched May 7: Sherdell 1 tuning and
one on annV none out In ninth; Ames
inning. Hit by pitcher By May
(Hollocher). Struck out By Alexander 7; May 7.
Two-bas-

Philadelphia

,

S;

Iiotn

Boston. April 26. Pitcher Main
gave Boston four hits, Philadelphia
winning. The visitors grouped hits off
Hearn, starting his first game here.
In the sixth Bancroft doubled and
scored on McGaffigan's single. In the
ninth Stock's single, Cravath's triple
and Luderus' sacrifice fly scored two
'

more for Philadelphia.
Score:

Philadelphia

Boston

5

..000

001

000 000

B. li. B.

0023
0000

6

0

4

2

Batteries: Main and Adams; Hearn
and Henry, Tragressor.
.

Pittsburgh 7; Cincinnati 1.
Pittsburgh, April 26. Pittsburgh
won largely through the effective
pitching of Hamilton, who kept
hits scattered. Eller was
hit freely after the third Inning. Pittsburgh, bunched rive hits in tbe fifth.

NATIONAL l.KAGU:.
St. Louis at Chicago.
New Yolk at Brooklyn,
Philadelphia at Boston.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.

mezzo-sopran-

his club greatly by his heavy hitting.
In 1861 came the firing on Fort
Sumter and the beginning
of tho
Civil War. Many of the old ball clubs
were completely wrecked by enlistments.
Pukin was one of the first
men to join the colors with a famous
Ilrooklyn regiment.
His judgment and acts of bravery
during the early months of the conflict soon secured a commission for
him and he left the war as a brigadier
general.

ninniinn iiitp

Ry Williams 4; Lowdermilk

Mil

I

ill

History might repeat itself In this
war with Alexander or some of the
other great pitchers now In service,
should they
advance
through the
ranks to u high position in army cir-

Akin 1AIKIQ

nuu mivu

MOMHINiy

JOURNAL arVCIAI.

WIRI1

Ixifield
C;

Cleveland
rain, coli

at

Detroit

postponed;

Boston 2: Philadelphia 1.
Philadelphia. April 26.. Boston defeated Philadelphia.Perry held Boston hitloss for six innings and then
cut loose a wild pitch as Strunk started to steal third in the seventh. Strunk

WmMafl

Score:

Boston. '
AB. U. H. PO. A. E.
0

3

0
0

1

1

2

3

1

1

2
3

0
0

0
0

2
2

4

1

112

3

1

1

0
0

2

3

0
0
0

0
0
2
0
3
2
3

27

2

4

3

Kehang, If
Melnnis, 31
Hoblitzel, 11,
Scott, ss
Agnew. i:
lA'onaril. p

3

Totals

0

7

0

1

27 13

DUKE CITY

0
0
0

0
0
0

Philadelphia.

Two-bas-

ed

0
0
0
0

AB. R. IT. PO. A. E.
Jamieson, if
6 0 2 1 0 0
1
1
1
1
0
0
Kopp, If
3
t 0
Gardner, 3b
0, 0 1
1
4
111 1 0
Burns, lb
2
0
6
0
4
0
Chicago nt St. Louis.
Walker, cf
Cleveland at Detroit.
0
3
3
3
0
0
Shannon, 2b
Washington (it New York.
homo-ru4
0 0 3 2 0
Dugan, ss
Boston at Philadelphia.
1
o
2
3
0
3
Eddie Collins, second baseman on Perkins, c
0
0
3
0
0
3
the White Sox broke the world's recPerry, p
0
0
0
0
0
0
ord for playing in consecutive games. xMcAvoy
0
0.0 0 0 0
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
Including today's game Collins has nOldring
The
played in 473 straight games.
Totals
28 1 .7 27 13 1
record was previously held by Sam
x Batted for Perry ,in ninth.
Crawford with 472 games. Score:
Oakland :t; Verium 1.
niton for McAvoy in ninth.
Los Angeles, Culif., April 26.
Chicago.
Score
Score:
AB. n. H. PO. A. E. Boston by innings:
K. H. K.
000 000 2002
4
3 13
Oakland
2
0
0
3
1
0 Tx'ibold, jrt
,
000 100 0001
Philadelphia
1
Vernon
5
1
1
0
0
Weaver, ss
i
e
hits HohlltSummary:
Batteries: Martin and Mit.c; Quinn Collins, 2b
4
1.0 .1 1.0 zel, Perkins, stolen base Strunk 2,
and Devormer.
4
2
4
3
Jackson, If
0.00 Walker 2. Sacrifice hits Melnnis,
4
0
2
0
0
Felseh, cf
Double plays
Sehang, Gardner,
Sncramonlo 1 ; Salt ImUc 3.
4
S
0
0 Leonard,
0
0
Gandil, lb
Hoblitzel, Melnnis; Melnnis,
Score:
K. H. E. McMullin, 3b
4
2
0
4
Hoblltzel. Pases on balls Off LeonSalt Lake, April 26.
4
1
0
0 ard
0
3
Schalk, p
10, Perry 4. Struck out By
11 20
Sacramento
3
1
4
1.
0
3
0 Leonard
0
Williams, p
Wild pitches Leonard,
Salt Lake
5 11
3
Perry.
Batteries: Bromley and Fisher;
1
36
6 10 27 ,11
Totals
Tenner and Kennick.
"
St. Louis.
Washington 9; New York I.
New York, April 26. Walter John-eoAB. R. H. TO. Ai E.
Los Angeles 5: Sun I'iuih-Inc2.
1
4
0
0
0
0
Washington's star pitcher, won
Score:
B.H. K. Tobln, cf
Wash1
1
3
1
0
0 his first game of the season.
Los Angeles
S
u
2 Maisel, 3b
4
1
2 12
0 ington clinched tho game In the open0
San Francisco
2 Sister, lb
2
6
.. . 4 0 0 3 0 0 ing inning, scoring six runs, five of
Batteries: Fittery and Boles; Smith, Smith. If
4
4
0
0
0 1 them before a batsman was retired.
Baum and Brooks.
Oedcon, 2h
R. H. E.
Score:
1
1
0
0
0 0
Hendrlx, rf
4
9 10
000 010
Washington.
...620
1
3
3
0
0
3
c
N'unamaker,
Stengel's homo run lilt went over
New York
001 1101004 7 1
1
4
1
1
3
6
Chase's head to the left field fence. Ocrbcr, ss
Batteries:
Johnson and Xlnsmith;
Score:
R. H. E. Lowdiermilk, p . . 1 1 1 0 2 0 McGraw Thormahlon and Hannah.
1
1
0
0
0
0
Cincinnati '....000 000 001
0
10 2 Johnson
1
0
0
0
000 140 llx 7 It 0 Leificld, p
0
2
Pittsburgh
HIGH SCHOOL 'NINE
1
Batteries: Eller and Allen; Hamil- ezAustln
0
0
0
0
0
ton and Schmidt. ,
DEFEATS, HIGHLANDS
y
.29 2 6 27 17 8
Totals
zBatted for Lowdermilk in fifth.
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION
In a game characterized by a pitchzzBatted for Leifield in ninth.
ers' battle the high, school baseball
'
Score:
H.
R.
E.
team yesterday defeated the Highland
At Atlanta 2; Mobile C.
100 230 0006 10 1
Chicago
At Birmingham 3; New Orleans 2.
Sluggers by a scored of 5 to 4. The
3
St. Louis
6
002 000 0003
game was unusually fast from the
At Little Rock 6; Chattanooga 4.
Two-bas- e
hits Tobln, first ball to the close of the ninth
Summary:
At Memphis 7: Nashville 8.
Lowdermilk. , Home run Jackson. inning and a number, of sensational
'
".
.
plays were made.
Onion sets limited amount of Choice Stolen base Letbold. Sacrifice httt
The battery for the high school wac
Yellow Globe Danvers. Per pound 25 Maisel 2. Base on balls Off Williams
cents. This may be the last for the 8; Lowdermilk 3, Hit by pitcherBy Smaulding' and Stempe "and for the
s
William (Nunamakr). Struck out
Mason. E. W. FEB.
Sluggers, D. Chavez and Guevera.
-

1

41

e,

s

n,

....

;

4.

Joe Jackson Stars With the
Hooper, if
Stick,
Registering Four Shean.
21
in
Safeties
as Many Times Strunk. or

at the Plate,

3;

Lowdermilk

Innings pitched

Leifield

scored.

(r
St.

13

cles.

I.

LQWDERMILK AT

i

ed)

CHICHESTER S

Louis, Mo., April 26. Chicago
hit I.ovilermilk hard and opportunely,
and, aided by two errors, won tho
opening game of the home season. Joe
Jackson was the star. Ho got four
hits in as many times at bat, driving
in five of the visitors' runs and scoring the other himself. In the fourth,
wilh Collins on first ho hit the ball
Into the right fieldi bleachers for a

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

.

Sherdell. p
Ames, p

.

2

.333
,2kg

.

xxOon.ales

.

3

War, ami

Notable series of games w;ere played
between this quartet and several clubs
in New York and a young pitcher
with the Putnanis stood out as one of
the brilliant pitchers of his day. Ho
was Thomas S. Dakin of Williamsburg, a suburb of Brooklyn.
In 1S57 the first real code of basts-'bal- l
rules was formulated by an organization, the first of its kind in
H was known us the Nabaseball.
tional Association of Baseball Players and Its inception had a great deal
to do with the subsequent popularity
of baseball.
Dakin. one of the most popular men
among the players was elected second
vice president of this organization.
Dakin continued with the Putnams,
pitching many winning games and aid

UniUHbU MID

!j

Paulette, lb.
Smyth, rf . .

thirty-minut-

Mon-toy-

5

0

-.

PO. A. K

4

Mitchell, p
Grimes, p
Russell, J)
PUtt, p
Totals

11

1

31 Years as the Best Rem-cd- y entirely ruining the health.
S. S. S. is made entirely of gentle-actinfor Ithciiinatisni. Catarrh,
- Scrofula, Skin Diseases.
11
healing, purifying roots, herbs
and
barks,
possessing pioperties that
the
that
Scientists have discovered
all parts of the system, In
forest and the field, are abundantly build up to
addition
removing all impurities
supplied with vegetation of various and poisons from the blood. S. S. S.
for
for Rheumatism,
furnish
treatment
the
is a safe
that
ingredients
,000 Persons Attend Read- kinds,
Sores and Ulcers.
making a remedy, for practically every Catarrh, Scrofula,
all
and ailment of mankind. Medicines Skin Diseases, Blood Poison, and the
ing Room Fete and Liberty ill
made from roots, herbs, and barks disorders of the blood. It cleanses Gel
permanent.
Loan Concert; Los Angeles which Nature has placed at the dis- entire system and it's store
It
posal of man. are better than strong S. S. S. at any drug
recognized
standard
remedy
is
a
Treat
Musical
Give
concoctions.
mineral
mixtures and
Company
everywhere as the greatest blood anti-a
Mineral medicines work dangerously
If yours is
discovered.
on the delicate parts of the system, dote ever case
write to Medical Dipeculiar
by
bowels,
and
stomach
tho
Fo
especially
Combining the usual Santa
rector, 442 Swift laboratory, Atlanta,
membrane, proout tho
Heading room entertainment and a eating chronic lining
and often Ua.
dyspepsia
ducing
concert by the Liberty Pond Concert
Company of Los Angeles, Calif., the
LEGAL NOTICE.
management of the road last night bonds in the various departments was
announced as follows: roundhouse,
presented to approximately 1,000 emNOTlCfc.
03.',473.
ployes of the road, their families and 100; back shops, 97; station employes,
l '.'.
most
the
one
of
a number of citizens,
98; store room employes, 95: and the Department of the Interior, Oiilted Stater
Office.
Land
that has law department, 100.
enjoyable entertainments
22 d
Ni.tlen Is, hereby Elven that on the
been given in Albuquerque In many
A. D, 19IS. the Santa Fe rarlfic
During the meeting a total of $1,050 of M.(n-ha day. The Los Angeles entertainers,
in bonds was sold, two of the bonds nullrnad Cnmpan.', made application at tin
United states band Office at flanm Fe. Non
traveling under the road's auspices, being for $500 each.
tll
Mexlcn. t' select under the act of April
are a band of most clever and talent
CIS
HUM.
Xtat. S'lil the f.ll..wlnu describes
Get Into the Collar.
and
and
Three
(3).
and
I.ni
orators,
Tw
ed musicians, readers
Carl Bronson, a prominent news- land,
13 N..
H). of Section Twenty 20. T.
their presentations were received with paperman of California, delivered! an Four
X. M. P. M., containing 4t
It 1 W..
encores
enthusiasm as the repeated
excellent address in which he painted acieg. in lieu of I.ot 3, Pec. 13, T 15 N., P..
of each number testified.
vivid word pictures of what is going W., N. M. P. M."f this notice Is to allow all
The purpose
The entertainment opened wilh a on "over there," appealing to those
depersons claiming the land adversely, or
e
concert by the Indian at home to "get Into the collar" and siring;
to show it to be mineral In character
loto
such
to
file
objection
an
school band.
opportunity
telling of the hate- the Teutons have cation
or selection with the local officers
Senator Isaac Barth was the princila
for American success.
land
the
which
In
district
for the land
pal speaker of the evening. He dealt
at the land orfice aforesaid,
As one of the closing features of the situate,
or
America
at length on the preparations
to establish their Interest therein,
meeting Jim Hays, assistant yardmas-tc-- r and
the mineral character thereof.
is making, for the gigantic struggle
fur the Santa Fe lines, "injected
FHANC'ISCO DEI.OADO,
and appealed for "loyalty at home." a little pep" into the meeting.
Ho
Reslater.
His address in p"rt follows:
Service
of
the
told cf the significance
NOTIOI?
I'OK rt'BMCATION.
Hot Shot From Barlli.
stars in the various flags which decoI'. S. Land
of the Interior.
"It may bo that those of you who rated the platform and appealed to Department
Office at Santa Fe, March i7, 131S.
us
you
might
as
arc giving
cheerfully
Notice Is hereby ifiven that Nestor
the men who could to go farther in
Mexico, who, on April
of your time and money, think you their subscriptions.
He paidi tribute 24, 1913,of Jenies, New
made homestead No. 018:193, for
the
to
in
are t'oing too much
giving
to two daily papers of Albuquerque
southwest quarter, section 21. township 16 N.,
Red Cross, tho Patriotis' fund, subfor the assistance they have rendered ranxe 3 W., N. M. P. meridian, has filed
of Intention to make three year proof)
scribing for Liberty Bonds and helpthe men through publicity given their notice
to establish claim to the land above deing in various other ways. I recently-hearand closed his talk with an scribed, before Linus !.. Shields, IT. 8. comaffairs
a man, who had been approachat Jemes Springs, N. M., on tl
expression of obligation to the concert missioner,
.'2nd day of May. 1918.
ed bv a Salvation Army lassie rc- comiany.
Claimant names as witnesses: Wonlclo
qusting aid for that organization, com
From the first chorus of their en- Oonnales, of Casa 8alaar, N. M. : Petronlllo
too
much.
Cabezon, N. M. : Antonio Joss
plaining that he had done
tertainment until the last note of a Montoya, of Casa
Salazar, N. M. j Clements
Montano, of
He mentioned the Liberty Loans, the vocal trio selection died away the enN. M.
ot
Cabcion,
Casaus,
Red Cross compaigns and other paaudience
spellFRANCISCO DEI.C1ADO.
tertainers held their
triotic drives and declared that he bound with their unusual display of
I approached
iould not help her.
talent.
NOT ten.
,
him and asked what he had done for
Sonic Excellent Music.
Last Will and Testament of L. A. Mablc.
had
he
each
for
and
funds
the various
Miss Ruth Bronson,
an excuse. What have you done in won the hearts of heraudience with Tolleccased.
I'risclllit Mnble, Albuquerque New Mexthe Third Liberty Bond issue or are her rendition of "What Are You Goico, Named as Kxecutrlx In the Will, Ola
tils North Bth.. St., Albuquerque. New
him.
you not an American?' I asked
ing to Do for Uncle Sam?" a patriotic t'arr.
Mexico. Jennie Collins,
Dillon, Colorado,
That sent him hiking to purchase a song with a popular air. She was folMyrtle N.ild, St. Joseph, Mo., Louis A.
bondi. The statutes of the United lowed on the program by Miss Rachael
.Mable. Winslow, Arizona.,
You are hereby notified that the allesed
States declare that it is a crime to Fox, an accomplished violinist, who
Last Will and Testament of I). A. Mable,
provide for, to aid or to comfort the displayed a mastery of her instru- deceased, late of the County of ernalillo
Miss
Birdie and State of New Mexico, was produced and
enemy. The moral laws of tho uni- ment that is unusual.
verse provide that it is a necessinty Tingle, a lyric soprano, sang her se- read in the Probate Court, of the County of
Don't 'lections in a most pleasing manner, Itemallllo, orstate of New Mexico, on tho
to aid and comfort Americans.
aith...
April, 1!11, and the day of the
high notes with a clear provingday of said
Last Will and
alloRp,l
satisfy your conscience with the state- reaching hernever
MaMiss
faltered.
which
tone
Testament was thereupon fixed for Saturday,
ment or thought that you have done
A.
of
ir.lh..
the
with
her
I).. 191. at 10
dances,
May,
rion
dainty
day
Bronson,
enough and are going to quit. Suppose also won
the hearty approval of the o'clock in the forenoon of said (lay.
those gallant fighters in Europe dehand
and
under
the Heal of
my
(liven
audience and was forced to an- this
Court. tbiH 20lh.. day of April, A, V. 191S.
cided that they had done enough and large
ChrisMiss
encore.
an
swer
Betty
that they would quit the battle front. tiansen, u dramatic soprano, gave a Seal.)
X
STO R M O X TO T A
Would you judge them with the same
County, Clerk.
version of "Comin' Through
delightful
and
measure that you judge yourself
the Rye," and a Creole swing song as
Such
say that they had done enough?
her encore. Rare knowledge of the
a thing must not, it should not, and English characteristics was displayed
PILLS 1
by the Eternal God It shall not be in by Ruth Avery in her character mono
BRAND.
jv
A Mb
urns
j'sMiif
child
encores
the Cnited States.
jnr
portraying
logues. Her
i
ifiamona
km. (
la
her
I'II'b
Krd
Oii. Purpose it to Win.
Hooverisms
and
of
impressions
boics, scaled with
"1 appeal to you us American citnegro dialect also were of the best.
other
the
at
use
for
no
I
lnifU(.
any
have
Miss Loretta Payson presided
izens
WldjBOniF II HA IV flLL-- lor
accomymn known u Best, Safest, Always Keiltf M
kind in America today. America is piano and proved an able
SOLD
BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
no place for German sympathizers.
panist.
The program of the evening folCiile.ss you have that desire to rise
and crush the Hun, America is no lows:
"Keep the Home Fires Burning"
place for you. It gladdens the heart
ensemble.
of tho kaiser In Berlin when he hears Concert company
of
Chairman
Address
Judge C. M.
American
t:ie
we
are
that
criticizing
Botts.
of
sole
purpose
The
government.
JToiBunnaiill OSHBicte
Patriotic Address Senator Isaac
America is to win the war. The man
Barth.
who advocates peace, now is not a
Vocal Selection Ruth Bronson.
Peace now
American.
Violin Solo Rachael Fox.
Do
you
means a German peace.
Violin Solo Birdlo Tingle.
think you are helping the government
Address Col. Carl Bronson.
when you say what inefficient generDance Marion Bronson.
we
a
poor army
als we have, what
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
Vocal Solo Betty Christiansen.
have or how inefficient the governBond sale announcement, Judge C.
Iti
more
ment W? America has done
M. Botts.
920 West Gold
Phone 441
Ruth
the twelve months she has been In
Monologues
Character
Ibis far than Germany did in any five Avery.
with Obligalto
Vocal Selection
years during her preparedness cam
Concert company.
paign.
Announcements
and
Address
"When the weaklings 4atk to you
Paints, Oils, Glass, Malt hold Roofing
and Building Paper.
efficiency, you tell James Hays.
about German
on
all
are
them that when the, cards
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
wll! JERSEY CITY YOUTH
the table American efficiency
30
COMPANY
make Hun efficiency look like
STEPS INTO FAME AT
cents in Mexican money. Talk about
German 'Kultur.' 1 have been in the
RELAY RACE CARNIVAL
kaiser's palace in Berlin. He has not
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
electric lights and there is not a bath
'Y MOftNINMB JOURNAL SPSCIAL LBAStD WISS1
Wholesale and Retail Dealers, la
tub in the entire palace. In our AmerPhiladelphia, Pa., April 26.
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
P. Bartles of Jersey City, a freshican army cantonments there are eleel
Sausage a Specialty
telman nt the University of Pennsylvania,
tile lights, bathing facilities and
Tor Cattle and Hogs the Rnllnf
Market Prices Are Paid
ephone lines, together with many oth- stepped into athletic fame today by
AVe have winning tho Pentathalon representing
er modern conveniences.
college championship at
these In our army camps, such campo the
annual relay race
the twenty-fourtas there are none In the entire German
of Pennsyl
empire. If one of the German'sup-ermen- ', carnival at the University
vania on Franklin field. L. F. Shea,
not ordinary 'sauer-krau- f
M. HadDutch but the 'Superman' could see Dartmouth, finished second;
dock, Kansus, third; Charles Hamwhat America is doing in her muniof the South, fourth;
tions factories and In the way of pre mond, University
R. Bochtel, I,afayette, fifth, and EmIn
his
head
the
swelling
paredness
of Pennsylvania State, sixth.
would be reduced and he would not eryBartles
finished first In the Javelin
another
Belgian
think of murdering
and discus throws, second, In the
babo in a, hundred years.
broad Jump, fifth in the 200- meNot Askel to Give.
ters raco and last In tho 1,500 meters
"The government Is not asking you run.
j
to give it anything. It is asking that
Fourth St. and Copper At.
The American sprint medley chamyou save and deposit the money with pionship was won by Pittsburgh unithe government Tho United States of versity and the distanco medley relay
America is not an accident as a nachampionship by Chicago.
tion. However much the Beast of Berwith
name
Journal Want Ads bring results.
his
lin
may link
Ged's, it was the Divine Providence
that sent our forefathers across the
waters to America in search of Freeof
Relieves
dom. And tolay we are fulfilling our
We are In a position to rive
mission and making the world safe for
more value for the money tnaa
BLADDER
of
all
freedom
andi
the
democracy
any other BUILDING FIRM In
all
tola Ticinlty.
the world."
Office With
Judge C. M. Botts, acting as chairman of the meeting, announced trtnt
124HOURSIks
Lumbeen
rsoSeapMk
40,000 Santa Fe employes have subscribed thus far for more than $3,000,-00- 0
MIDY
Bevoray
In Third Liberty - Loan Bonds,
SMMfecswi. v
PHONE
total hv all 4rtrn.u
leading all other railroads in the number of subscribers and the total
amount of the subscriptions. He also
announced that the Rio Grande division and Albuquerque, with 1,712 emGlass-Pai- nt
ployees have subscribed $117,450 to
division
Cement-Plast- e
tho loan. The New Mexico
with 1,634 employe has purchased
$129,350 worth of the bonds. The per413 NORTH FIRST STREET
centage maintained by the local employes according to men purchasing
g,
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general
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Nature's Safe Blood Treatment
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New Mexico Boys Are Serving
er tne Army ot Navy
jn

)0JJ

ISPICIAl CORRHrONDtNCI

TO

MORNfNfl JOURNAL)

Twenty-sixt-

FK, April 26. New Mexico
SANTA lms 7,500 men In military
naval service. The cards on
file, one for each man, by the New
Mexico board of historical service at
the Museum of Xew Mexico reached
that number today, according to Secretary Lansing Bloom of the bouVd.
He keeps a record of each man, including enlistment, service and promotion data, newspaper clippings in
to him and a photograph if
such is obtainable, making the most
complete record that has ever been
l'.ept of those serving in any war.
New Mexico now has one of every
ten men in military or naval service,
thus maintaining the proud record)
made ly the state in the civil and
n
wars.
The latest recruits to be added are:
Clifford York, Cliff, Grant county,
fireman third class, navy.
Albert If. Clark, Salem, Dona Ana
county, fireman third class.
Clarence W. Davisson, lioswell,

ARE CONDEMNED

USE!!
rSV

Ke,

April

WIRIJ

LKASKO

j

LAST YEAR'S TAX
FIVE
EXCEEDED

(PICIAL COIRCPONOKNCI

TO

one-ha-

IN

N.

M.

MOPNIN1 JOURNAL!
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one-thir- d
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to Paris and New
Minister of War

TO MORNINO
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shows an Alpine machine gun squad

DISABLE

S BURIED ALIVE

MORNING

JOURNAL SRICIAL

LCACKO

Nervous

GONE

and

ONE BIG BUN GUN

the plans of the
He was exempted from
Aigrette.
army service last year because of
hentr trouble.
The Miiniuis, il appears, built n ship
yard at Pord 'iiux in close proximity
to
the government establishment
there.

9 BEING

KILLED

FOR THREE DAIS

nelius Vauderbilt Whitney, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney of
of
man
guns which have been New York, and
iHiinbarding Paris has been destroyed, Commodore Vauderbilt. was commisaccording to Deputy Charles Leboucn sioned a second lieutenant In the flying section of tho signal corps Thursof the department of the Seine.
"Numerous squadrons of pursuit day mid assigned to duty at lieubrook.
said the. deputy,
"are He has been In training for four
uirpliPics,"
placed in the vicinity, together with months. The Whitneys have bought
a home In Kurt Worth to bo near their
butteries of a ni ireraf t guns.
have son.
"J'reneh counter-batterie- s
to interfere Willi
a
been placed
( iK'colalo Plant liiirns.
the action of the guns. On Tuesday
reevening one of llrsc vjiiis Wus
Ilnrlington, Vt., April
so that al present only one Is sulting from an
unexplained explosion
in service. All the crew of this gun destroyed the plant of the Vermont
were Killed."
Milk Chocolate company
late last
night, causing a loss of about $1,000,-ooo- .
Disabled Airplanes.
were
men
Three
reported missCleveland, i .. April 26. Charged ing.
With drilling holes in the wings of airplanes ready to lie delivered to the Tell it
through the classified
government, an employe of a manuof The Journal. Recolumns
was
arrested
company
by
facturing
federal agents last night.
sults are ouick and certain.
RT MORNINd

JOURNAL RrtCIAL

i'aris, April

26.

LIARKO

one. of

WIR

three

Her-

great-grandso- n

e
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Washington, Aprjl 6. The casualseventy-fivly list today contained
names, divided as follows:
Killed In action, !l; died of wounds.
died of disease, 3; wounded severely, 33; wounded slightly, :;.".
Seven officers were named, five of
them being reported severely wounded, and two slightly wounded. They
ure:
Severely Wounded.
n ml
Capt. Henry II. Worthingtnn
Lletits. Orlando C. Brown, Kdward M.
Freeman, John J. Hyde anil Hurry F.
Kelly.
Sljgli:ly Wounded.
Lieuls. William If. Kirk and Alfred
P. Kivlin.
In addition to the seven officers
named, another Lieut. Julien X. Dow.
previously reported killed in action,
was reported a prisoner in Oernianv
and suffering from a severe wound.

Willi the American Army in I'Vaiice,
Thursday. April 2" (by the Associated
soldiers
Press. ) Two
American
wounded In the cncj'c.eiiiciit around
Seichcpry, last Satunlay, were found
alive today In a dugout In No Man's
Lund. The dimout had been badly
smashed by Cirmaii .shell fire and
how the men man. .tied m keep alive,
little short of miphysicians nay, is
raculous.
Another soldier, Ilaymond Demiin-sky- ,
was buried ulhe for three days
when he crawled to the. surface. He
was found by stretcher hear .is in No
Man's Iii il l this morning. The Hermans fired on Hie Kcd Cross flag.
The American troops in the Seiche-pr- y
fight, additional details show,
were outnumbered, in some instances,
eight to one. Latest advices are that
the American lasualties are much under the first estimates.
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30,000 STEEL
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Washington,

re

Card

li

i

M.irmudjkc. Ark Mrs. Mnrv V..
(Iji, np(lr Uljs ,,lace, writes: "I wa
in a very wretched state of health. I
would be in bed two or three weeks at
;n time. .. .and would have fainting
spells. I was so weak and, Oh! how
I was so nervous
my back hurt me.
.md restless I couldn't sleep
didn't
havo any appetite and kept getting
worse, Kvcry one was so uneasy about
me.

I cannot exactly describe two awful
I had a shortness of
spells I had
breath and would smother at night, f
couldn't move or cry out. I felt like I
'would die. My limbs would get numb
We used
'and feel very uncomfoi-table,
many medicines, and I didn't get
.

.

.

bet-tor-

had read of Cnrdui in the Pirth-da- y
Almanac and had often heard that
I began to
it wtis a good medicine.
lake it according to directions and beI soon was strong
gan to Improve.
and able to do my work, f cannot
I have every
praise Card ill enough.
reason to believe that it saved my
life."
Tested and proven in every way by
many women, over a period of more
than 40 years, Cardul lms attained Its
present high standing and popularity
because of the satisfactory results secured from Its use.
and
If you ore weak and
need a good, reliable, tonic medicine,
try Cardui. All druggists.
I

run-dow-

SANDOVAL

BOYS AND

'

GIRLS TO TILL WAR
PLOTS THIS SUMMER
Bernalillo, X. M., April 26. After
several weeks of preliminary work,
Antonio Pacbero, agricultural agent
for Sandoval county, has organized
boys and girls into agricultural clubs
at Sandoval. Bernalillo and Algodones,
In Bernalillo sixty-fou- r
members were
enrolled in the local organization.
The lied Cross chapter of this county, represented by Nathan Bibo, chairman of the publicity committee. Is
actively aiding Mr. Pacheco. appreciating the importance of tho work,
and will endeavor to see the movement successfully carried out.
Mrs. Juanita
Mondragon, member
of the executive committee of the Bed
f'roys chapter, was elected by the children as their group lender.
Rmi'C t'p.
fitomarh trouble often makes on
It hits him where he
despondent.
lives, saps his strength and energy
and makes him feel like giving up.
Hive him a few doses of Chamber
Iain's Tablets to Improvo his digestion
and Invigorate his liver and bowels,
and In most cases recovery is prompt
and effectual.
in

.d

CARS

LCARffO

WlRB)

26.

April

ilnni-ulmm-

Worse,

j

CORNELIUS V, WHITNEY
IS GIVEN COMMISSION
MORtNa JOURNAL SRICIAL LKAtIO WtRRI
Port Worth. TeX. April 26. Cor-

and
Says

Restless,

Arkansas
Lady,
Broucht Relief.

WIRC)

April 26. The arrest Mon-- J
day on an espionage charge of the
a Spanish sub-- '
.Marquis de Arqiu-villy- ,
ject. lias resulted In the publication
o fmany details of hit remarkable ca- rcer. This mornings newspapers tell
how the .Mai'MUls, after having work- ed for the Krupps for eleven jears,
made a fortune of four million francs
In commissions on the sales of suImiki-- ,
r'.tus built on plans furnished by him.
The marquis, according to these ac-- !
counts, returned to France al the out-- !
set of the war, got himself naturalized
within twenty-lou- r
hours and was in- enrporated into the army where he
obtained two promotions.
The newspapers now declare that
the submarine plans which ho took to
the Krupps were stolen
from the
French ministry of marine, M. liu-- j
bcul'. the engineer who drew the plans
tolls the Petit Pari.sin that they were
stolen, but he makes no direct charge
ag.ntist the .Maniuis.
The first submarines produced by
the Krupps, it is claimed, were recognized us copies of the French submarine Aigrette.
The manpiis says he
accepted offers made to him by the
Krupps only after he had offered his
services to both Franco and Knglaud,
and Unit he built four submarines for
Itusslii before working for the Krupp

IVY

Contracts
for :i(i,iH0 sl c under-framhox and
coal ears, to cost between $S(l,llOO and
Amsterdam, April 26. "The. people $1(0,000 each, a nd representing
profit of about fi per cent,
wishing to destroy us arc digging their
own graves," said Kmperor William, were let loday to tho American Car
as quoted in an interview by Karl Itos-ne- and Foundry company by liirectoi
MeAdoo
which the Dusseldorf Anzeiger Hencral
for
Negotiations
building "n.i'OO additional cars still
publishes.
'
ure
The emperor, who was commenting
pending.
on tho large amount subscribed to the
Artcsia Oil Company.
new war loan, said further.
"Our victories in the field and the
pallia Fe, April 25. Incorporation
victories of the Hermans at home papers were filed today by the Artesia
must make those over yonder realise Oil and Has company of Artesia, capithat we cannot be subdued by arms talized at Slan.ooo, the shares being
$1 each.
The incorporators and dand economic isolation."
0
irectors are: S. H. Humphries,
shares; (). I., linw.-- n of El Paso, rA
shares, and K. P. Wallace of layton,
FOR Tidily,
county. :,on shares.
e
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Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

PURPLE GROSS
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Santa Fc, April 26. Word was received by the state' highway commission that Bernalillo county commissioners are willing to put up $6,500
additional for continuation of work
on the Tijeras canyon road so as to
assure an outlet from the Estancia
valley to Albuquerque, much of the
trade at present going to Santa Fe.
Tho state highway commission will
put up another $6,500 and the forest
service is expected to furnish $30,000.

This photo

AMERICAN BOY

ON

CASUALTY REPOfi T

OUR

New British Envoy

WILL RAISE FUND
TO FINISH

n NAMES ABE

OT MORNING

one-thir-

Bar-Ren-

The Italian Alpine troops are fa moils for their brave
in the front trenches.

e

MILLIONS

HUNS

fit m.
He denied he stole

Fcr

1

Lincoln, Neb.
Klrkner bought a suit of civilian'.!'
clothes and will go to Denting to Hose
up some of his affairs and thence to!
his old home in Lincoln.
Ills trial in the federal court here
on a charge under the espionage act
is set for May in. Hirkncr
got national publicity a few days ago when
a band of convicts nt the penitentiary
tarred and featied him.

,

JOUMNLl

?

j
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Santa Fe, April L'fi. New .Mexico
Taxpayers were asked to raise ? r r. 6
278.62 for state, county, municipal and
RHOADES REELECTED
school revenues last year, according
HEAD OF CO. SCHOOLS to figures of the state taxe commisd
sion. However,
of it was
PICIAL
paid by railroads and other public
RirjnNOiriCI TO MONNIMO JOUONAU
Santa Fe, April 26. The state de utility corporations. The schools ab
of the to-- i
partment of education has been in sorbed practically
formed that I C. Hhoades has been tal Income, the stiitc's educational insuperintendent of the Col- stitutions receiving leys than half a
fax county high school at Raton, and million dollars. The state received for
E. M. Webb has been elected princi- its purposes less than
of the
total sum, for including $."j4.SL'7.4C for
pal.
County Superintendent H. H. Errett the sheep sanitary hoard, a special
announces the Union County Teachers' levy, its portion was $1,888,778.09. It
institute to open on July 15 and to Is the county governments that used
last to July 27.
most or the taxes, a tolal of $3,336,- The teachers of the public schools 029.64, while municipalities received!
Inof Las Vegas have been
only $314,402.98. Koads and bridges!
cluding Superintendent V. B. McFar-lan- d absorbed almost a million dollars.
who, together with the teachers
has been granted an increase of 25
Another Dry Ttill.
per cent in salary.
Washington, Aprii 26. Absolute
prohibition of the manufacture or
of liquor during the war was
MANDAMUS WRIT IS
proposed in a bill Introduced today by
ON
ISSUED
AUDITOR Kepresentative Barkley of Kentucky.
TO MOHNINO

J?

j

J

governor,

Santa Fc, April 26. Judge Tteed
Jlolloman issued a writ of mandamus
t,
upon the slate auditor, William (.
ordering hi mto Issue warrants
for $150,000, subscriptions to the Liberty Loan In the Dallas district, made
by State Trcasuror H. G. Hall from
the permanent school fund of the State
derived from receipts of the state land
office. There being some question of
the legality of such a subscription, a
friendly action was brought In the district court. The matter will not be
tuken to the higher courts.

I

$

$rr

NEW SUIT!

the law."

PICIAL COHftMPONDKNCg

-

' '

ilRV

l

state penitentiary here this afternoon
on I.I.OOO bail furnished by friends in

Santa Ke, April 26. As a result of
recent outbreaks, Governor Llndsey in
a letter sent today to all county sheriffs, warns them to be on the alert
to prevent mob assemblages, as "incipient mob spirit has already manifested Itself."

will Ihi o'xU'mled in your aid when
needed to maintain and enforce

F;

Dr. John M.
liirkner, formerly major, of the United
States army connected with the medical corps at Camp Cody, N. M., held
by the federal authorities on a disloyalty charge, was released from the

MOHNINS JOUMHAL BPtCIAL LRA.ED WIKI)

On-

A

MORNtNO JOURNAL SPECIAL

Santa

Reported to Authorities, and
Law, Which Moves Slowly,
Do Its Part.

says

BUYS

10

Kept Getting

LEAVES PEN AND

Says Disloyal Acts Should Be

"ClUwus,"

SELLS

Bin

MAJOR

"should he oiwouraged in their
duty or promptly rcKrting all In- stances or disloyalty to the
proper officials, but every attempt on their part to Inflict punishment tiKn husihx'Is without
due procrwt of law should certainly be prevented.
"All the powers of tills office

APPETITE

Held

Att-rn?-

PATRIOTIC MOBS

-

Hoswc

Y. ISUukwood,

Louis Anaya, Albuquerque, cavalry.
and
I'lacido
Salvador Chaves
Xuanes, Albuquerque, cavalry.
James and Oscar chisum, Koswcll,
navy.
George W. Head of Koswcll has
been given the rank of major and is
now in charge of a battalion of military police at Tacoma, Wash.
John It. McFie, secretary
of the New Mexico Uur association,
has passed seventh out of more than
230 men in the officers' reserve corps
training camp at Linda Vista, Calif.,
and stood fourth in his company, a
feat of which New Mexico men are
very proud. McFie left this morning
for Camp Kearny, having been in Santa Fe for twelve hours to visit his sister, Mrs. Lansing Bloom.
He is a son of Mr. and Mis. John
It. McFje, a regent of the I'niversily
of New Mexico, and a brother of Ralph
McFie, who served with the "rough
riders," and is now in the Philippines.

Spanish-America-

V

Brave Alpine Machine Gunners

artillery.

ref-tren-
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engineers.
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Washington, April 26. In considering army legislation today the Ron-amilitary committee dlsiapproved a
bill proposing
establishment of a
"purplo cross" organization of
to care for bodies of soldiers
o
killed. The war department and
believe the work is done satisfactorily- by the army.
Bills approved would provide for a
minimum pay of $1,200 for field
clerks, with 10 per cent allowances
for foreign services, and commutation
of quarters; would make a federal offense of assaults by civilians on army
sentries and would provide for the
care of men of foreign citizenship
injured while serving with the Amer '
lean army.

Iik itum- - of Tinu.
i:iiglneci
Santa Fe, April 26. Slate Kngineer
James A. French has granted an extension of time to Kiifus Bayee of

Chaves county to Zona Gibson
of Deming and to Juan J. imran of
I'nlon county, to complete irrigation
works.

te

KARL OF DERBY.

REPORT.

New York, April 26. Bradstrcet's
tomorrow will say:
"Activity In war work pulls in tho
direction of expansion and lifts the
essential high above the

Your

Co-operati- on

Will

Hasten Victory
fit."?

corrt-mitte-

but In ordinary channels shortages ot
this or that commodity, high prices,
scarcity of money, inadequate supplies of labor and restriction either
from the government
credit
I
Nw .
prevent the freest movements. Incidentally the countrywide campaign?.
In behalf of the Third Liberty Loan
c
II
l
which have brought out a multitude
ii
i
of subscriptions from small Investors,
PRESENTS CURIOS
have reacted unfavorably upon retail
TO STATE MUSEUM
trade, and relative dullness in that
quarter also has been accentuated by
cold weather over a wide area. LikeSanta Fe, April 26. WUllam Eoone
wise while grain crop news continues
Douglas, United States examiner of
favorable, low temperatures have desurveys, Joday presented to the
terred farm work and prevented crops
his specimens from the "Small
from
h louse ruins" of the Chama and Galllalready seeded
taking on
- ;
But after making allowna valleys. Some of the specimens
growth.
y,8kw
ances for the reservations noted, a
are unique and others are significant
of the fact that the culture of the
large volume of trade is passing in
VISCOVXT
wholesale lines and the heavy
Small House ruins was similar to that
being made from the proand
- of the cliff and cave dwellings
The
of
has
been
Earl
apDerby
ceeds of governmental Income stimu- n r,i n t ,1 HritieVl nmhaufiAilnr In Paria fiommunlty house ruins farther south
centers at to , succeed Lord Bertie, according', an4 waa related to that of the Pueblos,
late buying in munition
well as in the shipbuilding zones."'
to the Paris Matin. Viscount MilnerjMr- - Douglas, will assist In classifying
Weekly bank clearings, $5, 818,637,
d
succeeds Derby as British War
labelling the specimens, before
'
000.
later, the paper adds.
f
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Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets Get
at the Cause and Remove It
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the substicalomel, act gently on the bowels
and positively do the work.
People afflicted with bad breath find
Dr. Edwards'
quick relief through
The pleasant sucar- Olive Tablets.
coated tablets are taken for bad breath
by all who know them.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act gently
but firmly on tho bowels and liver,
stimulating , them to natural action,
clearing the blood and gently purifying
the entire system. They do that which
dangerous calomel does without any
of the bad aftereffects.!"
All the benefits of nasty, sickening,
jrriping cathartics are derived from Dr.
Edwards' Olive Tablets without griping,
pain or any disagreeable effects. ,
Dr. P. M. Edwards discovered the
formula after seventeen years of practice among patients afflicted with
bowel and liver complaint; with the
attendant bad breath. v
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets are purely
a vegetable compound mixed with olive
oil; you will know them by their olive
color. Take one or two every night for
a week and note the effect, 10c and 25c
"
.
per box. All druggists.
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Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
good pay. Any information regarding enlistment will be cheerfully furnished at
S Tl

Navy Recruiting

,ti

Station

i,t I

Room 26, N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, April 27, 1918.
"PUTTING THE GRIN INTO THE FIGHT" ward lie would be in the air and

NIWIPA.PBB

when the Father created man, the
promise renewed when the Son on His
cross lifted his eyes and pleaded,
"Father, forgive them, for they know-nowhat they do!" Hold fast to that
promise, till ye doubters who would
despair, all ye martyrs whose blood
out it, there Is no God, no hope, and life
,
".."
it, there is no God, no hope, and life
Is but a brutal, senseless joke upon
the primordial germ.
Love is light, liberty, service, brotherhood, civilization, eternity. It is the
motive and spirit of creation,, be the
object a man or a turnip. That man,
or vt'oman, hus missed one of the superlative Joys of life who has never
put a seed in the earth, rejoiced when
the tender shoot appeared, watered,
cultivated, watched, loved it, with the
Innocent delusion that he, or she, had
created something. Just so, the Creator planted man, to "grow'' him, with
the promise of love that passoth all
our weak understanding.
In this world's war docs the issue
lie simply between
entente human
bodies and weapons and those of the
Ilun? No, there is a spiritual issue,
n
an issue Involving tho
promise of love toward all men. Truth,
light, liberty, altruism combat the deceit, darkness, oppression and brutality of autocracy. Love, which must
move and rule man to complete' the
purpose of the Father Creator, it battling for the proposition that the right
alone is might and shall prevail. To
slay 10,000,000 ljuns counts naught,
if thereby is not destroyed the power
that would make men unequal as to
rights to justice, liberty and happiness,
those
of love.
Kngland? Already sho has a preNotv's your lmn
Herb, lo use lliein new French words you liavc
mier risen from the common people;
on us fellows all morning.
been
sprlngm
are
caste
her
and snobbery
already,
beaten down; already, her mighty rich
arc carrying their proportion of the
over to the tables. Lifting both glass
burdens with her many poor: already, With Scissors
and bottle high Above his nead, ha
rose on tiptoe and, In a voice like
she is conceding the advantages of
L.vcrriXG.
the Bull" of Bashan, roared, ,'Vilson,
home rule; already her distress has
Good old Aunt Alice is in bed,
Yilson! Presldente Vllson!' and then
given into her arms fellow nations
She had a shock most left her dead. drained the glass at a gulp.
which she has ridden or scorned for
"He got a reception for that which
It happened Just the other day,
centuries. Will she come forth to
In a most unusual sort of way.
sounded as if the shop vrete being
rehaor
to
and
into
rum
ruin,
plunge
She told some one, shy as a mouse, torn down, whereupon he roared 'Vllbilitate and assume a higher, mow
That she had mince pies in her son!' all the loader and instated on
altruistic attitude toward other peohouse.
filling all the glasses he could tei'cli.
of
earth?
the
ples
When an offer was made to engage
it got to the authorities.
France? Altruistic, with all her new
Distorted by some busy bees;
him in conversation, it was explained
No wonder ire it did arouse:
ruins and new graves? Doubtful about
that 'Vllson' ,was the jonly 3:nglish
the goodness of a God, while knowing
They heard: "She's men spies in her word the sergeant knew, but that he
house."
was inordinately proud of it, and that
the horror, despair and Annihilation
if wo would let him shout it every now
from which she will have been saved
and then he would be quite content.
"Jus! Trust I'lielo Sam."
saved by America who saves simply
So the dinner went on, with the ciy
(Frazier Hunt.)
in obedience to the Lord's command
intervals
"The three
graces ringing out at unexpected
that right shall be might?
somehow seem strangely out of place and a wide, unfading smile on the face
America? Is she coming out of tho in these
days of war. We ihiniv of of the sergoanL"
martial furnace a materialist, peace- them as benig virtues that lived only
fully, in spiritual stagnation, sucking in those already half forgotten times
Tl'RN' OX Till: LIGHT.
at the bottle of steel, oil and what-no- t
when the world was not mad.
(From Leslie's.)
profits? Ask the mo;hers and wives
The American people don't want to
"Hut, more than ever before, they
of our 10,000,000 of boys who are sub- are needed now to soften and mellow be fed on programs but on facts, even
ject to call for service under a banner our hours of doubt and questionings though these be unpleasant. Anything
Is better than uncertainty the feeling
on which is emblazoned
"Freedom, and misgivings.
"We need Faith in America.
that one doesn't know all. The peoFor All, Forever!" for a cause purely,
"We must hold Hope for the world's ple of the United States have not yet
wholly grounded on the Almighty's
reached the point where with gritted
future.
promise of love of man.
"We must exercise Charity toward teeth they have said, "We will see this
those who are doing their best de- thing through if it takes ten years."
Poets, says If. L. Menchen, should spite mistakes, failures, delays de- warned that "the present boundary of
be killed at the age of 26. Mr. Men-the- n spite everything.
Thinking of the war as 3,000 miles
'Talk with thousands of American across the sea they have been hilled
may have some good reason for
mothers who have given their sons into a false sense of security. In the
allowing them to live after 16.
that the world might go free and feel words of President llibben of Princetho great thrill of the thousands of? ton University tho people need to be
ITKHOT.D, TUB FLY.
others who are ready and waiting to American is no longer the Atlantic
See the millions Ocean, but the Hindenburg lino in
make the sacrifice.
The base of a fly's feet are cup-lik- e
now popping with France."
.
in shape. In these cups the fly can of fertile acres
millions of
create a degree of suction which per- growing crops and other
acres dotted with grazing cattle that
Yes. A'cry.
mits it to walk on glass and other will
feed the world."
"N'ow, class,' began the cooking
smooth surfaces.
Then when you come back home teacher, "we will take for our subject
There are some cupllke depressions you'll believe with Mr. Hunt that all today the aaklng of a sponge cake,"
make it readily possible for the fly to America has to do is to just trust
"Tee,. liee." giggled a naughty girl,
"how absorbing.'
pick up all manner of diseases from Uncle Sam.
the decaying matter over which it
T1IK XKWLV RICH.
XI FIGHT.
GKT IP
walks.
"Mrs. Neuritch has a forked tongue,
The fly also carries disease germs
(Frank A. Vandorlip.)
In a French trench a shell exploded.
they say."
on other parts of its body. Its wings
r
.
"That's queer."
and hair are frequently laden with Every man in that trench went down.
"Queer."
on
save
in
the
officer
young
charge.
terms.
"Yes, I. know for a tact she eals
man stepped up onto the firing
The germs of typhoid Hre given off That
bench and looked out and saw coninig with hr knife."
in large numbers in the. discharges of
toward, him a charge of German sol
S. I'KAIC.
IXDFItSTA.MUXG
patients. Flies often feed on this ma- diers. That man loved Franco Jn his
"We cannot rid our children of fears
terial. Their feet and bodies become very soul. Ho could not Ixjar to see
smeared with germs. The insect car- another foot of Franco taken away. by inching them that they should not
ries them Into the dining room and He turned to those men lying in tho be afraid," says Laura. Spencer Portor
In The Mother's Mrigaxino for May.
deposits thorn on tho bread that some- trench and lie shouted: "Dead men,
unSer- one is about to cat or washes them off get up!" And, stunned and wounded "But only by helping them to
stand rather than to fear; by teaching
in the baby's milk into which it may as they were, enough of them got up
In their pathso that they manned the guns, drove them that these things
fall.
to them
seemed
which
have
ways
The germs of tuberculosis are given back the enemy, ami hold the trench ogres, are after all, on closer view and
And I feel that Liberty Is
France.
for
off In largo numbers in the sputum of
fuller knowledge, friendly thnlgs
going to say to all of us: "Get np.
to help us and guide us, and to
patients. Flies gain access to this spu- dead men! Wake
So feel in your
up!"
tum and may leave It loaded w!th the souls what
keep us from losing our way in th
your duty is that you can dfli-k.
germs of consumption.
do tho superhuman thing. Get up and
,,"lt must not be forgotten that if, we
Dysentary and Infantilo diarrhoea fight this war.
of
are to help our children to get
are carried In the same way. Disease
fears by this method, we ourselves
A PKAYF.K.
bearing is not limited to the intestinal
must learn to do away .with our own
(Good Housekeeping.)
germ diseases, however. It is said that
fears, and not by a supreme effort of
'
be
to
kind
Just
and
pitiful
or
and
blindness, smallpox
opthalmia
'
faith nor by a strong, effort of will,
I
Is
all
better-known
ask;
other of the
communicabut rather by a persistent effort of the
To
not
love
some
does
one
who
help
ble diseases have been traced to the
intelligence. Not so much by admonhis task
fiy.
Of living, or some one who is blind ition but again and again by example
we must teach Ihe child to go up to
Where actual laboratory proof does
To Joy, or very weary or afraid.
not exist, circumstantial evidence Is
whatever frightens him ,not in an efI am so young, so useless now.
very strong. One Investigator estimat
Heart of the World, let me. more fort to be brave, but In an effort to
know. '
.
.
ed the number of germs on a single
plainly feel thy throbbing!
"To cultivate In him the love of
Just to be pitiful and kind
fly, and his studies led him to place
' '
'
questioning an dexamlning and underIs all I ask.
the figures at 6,600,000.
standing, this Is the only .sound and
Louis Townsend Nicholl.
lasting way of getting rid of tho
''
Discretion is the salt which pre'
child's fears."
1IEH OPIXIOX.
serves life, and imagination Is the su"Aunt Cindy, why don't you try
gar which sweetens It. '
heaping coals of fire on your hust
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An Oregon newspaper

of April

17,

carries on its editorial page the following statement:
"The action of the Portland Library
association in voting to retain Miss
Hunt, librarian, who said that she
would rather be ravshed by a Hun
than contribute to the support of
America, is the most amazing incident
that has occurred In the state of Oregon since the United States entered
the war. The fact that the board later
accepted her resignation does not wipe
out the stain. She should have been
dismissed."
Certainly she should have been dismissed and her punishment should not
have stopped there. There arc women
in the prisons of the United States
whose offense was far less than that
of the Portland woman. Nor can her
statements be excused on the ground
of ignorance. A woman who has sufficient mentality to serve as librarian
in Portland evidently has enough
in Portland evidently has enough men-- J
tal capacity to understand the serious
today, and only vi-- J
ciousness can be given ns a reason
statement.
for such
In New Mexico or in any other
state of the union women with
desires such as Miss Hunt's statement
indicates she is possessed of, are
segregated in districts where the ruby
lights predominate or they are confirmed to cells in city jails.
Rather the satisfaction of a German
beast's carnal pleasure than even the
smallest mite of support to America's
splendid manhood, which has gone
forth to spill its life's blood, if need be
to protect the weak and Innocent
Fortunately for Miss Hunt she does
not live in New Mexico. Possibly it is
fortunate that,
in Portland, she Is a woman. Regardless of
sex, position or any other consideration, however, there should be the
strictest punishment for such as she.
The personnel of the library association also will bear investigation.
No body of true Americans would tolerate such a dastardly statement. And
jet they were reluctant in dispensing
with her services! Only ono of two
conditions can prevail in the minds of
y
such men. They are either the
sort of
nonentities
one finds occasionally or they are viciously opposed to America In the present critical war. To retain a person
with such ideals in a position whero
she might exercise even tho smallest
Influence on the children of American homes who naturally would come
within her sphere, is little short of
world-proble-

even-residin-

wishy-wash-

white-livere-

d

treason.

Oregon, as a whole, thank God, Is
not of the opinion that Is held by that
library board. Oregon has "come
through clean" In support of the gov-

ernment

nd

t

God-give-

other-wla-

(Delated Prea

-.

the entire state canpot

bo held responsible for tho one pesti
lent manifestation of
What a pity that Miss Hunt cannot
be transported at once to a German
military camp that her desires may be
fulfilled and thus. In addition to ac
complishing her ends, substitute her
self for one pure and noble woman of
Jrance or Belgium, to whom such
thoughts stand as far worse than

death,

and Paste

.

'

.

,

.

An editor out at Kankakee, 111,, read
our recent editorial "With Faith in
Him!" and writes thus;
"My personal

belief is

that

God's

promises in His revealed word are to
those that love Him. I do not find
any promise of the fulfillment of
prayer to those who are at enmity
with Him, So when I hear the preachers pray and the good laymen pray
for God to paralyze the Hun, I ask
myself: Did England love God when
war began England,
this
Did atheistic France love
rum-soake-

God? Did America love God, or were
we mistaken f when we deplored the
increase of materialism in this country, the breaking down of the Sabbath and the( seeming disregard of
things religious by so large a portion
of our people? On what ground do
we claim, the promise of victory?''
Brother editor of Kankakee, on
the ground of lovethe promise given

.

band's

XFAV

QfKSTIOX.

,

Keep a backyard hennery, proclaim
the agricultural department, or you'll
pay high prices for eggs during the
entire war.
Keep a pig, advise the food admin
istrators pf the west, and in southern
California
they're actually maklns
lists of householders who haven't a

head-- "

;"l4iw, boss; dat nigguh's too lazy to
eben furnish de fiah."
.

v

A TOAST TO 'VILSOX,'

i

George Buchanan Fife, writing in
the Ued Cross Magazine for May, tells
of the royal welcome afforded the
American Red Cross Ambulance train
on its trip from Paris to Milan. "One
evening," he says, "while dinner van
On, the door opened and an Ruliltn
sergeant entered with a swagger. Py
Pig.
Backyards garden, backyards hen this time the shop had quite, .filled
nery and backyards stye! "Why are with sold'iers and the gilded youth of
boya leaving the farms for the city?'' the place and the sectioa was erjdsr
Gosh a'mighty! WhV are farms ieav a fire of inspection and comment.
When the sergeant. entered there was
ing for the city?
a momentary lull, owing to his obvious importance, but no sooner 'aid
As the British fall, back; the opin the news of whom we were been Imions of our military experts al Wash parted to him than he ordered a bt-t- l
of wine and, filing a glass itroJe
ington tall back, too.

GENERAL

d

ill his hand and the telephone receiver
nt his ear. His staff stands in a semi
circle, behind him. There is perfect
silence and the only movement is of
(lie general's pencil on the map as he
follows the battle and ponders tho de
tail .of the Uistrict where the fighting
is in progress.
., "He has two gestures.

One is per-

Ailments Due to Insufficient
.

SEIZED

supplies

;aV MOHNINe JOJRNAL SPECIAL LEASEO Wlftl)

Denver, Colo,, April 26. Federal
revenue agents are searching the farm
of John O'Brecht near Brighton, where
previously had been found the largest
still for making whiskey ever located
it. Colorado, today discovered a cache
of 5,000 pounds 0f fW ur, 1,000 pounds
of corn and 600 pounds of sugar.
O'Brecht and his son, who were arrested when state officers located the
still, are being held in jail for action
by federal state 'Hnd county officials'
for the manufacture of Intoxicants,
their possession and sale.
The hoarded foodstuffs, wore given
into custody of H. C. Tiffany, food
administrator of Adams county.

SUBMARINE S

SUPPLES

TO
fat

i ePBciAL

MoRNiMa

LtAeto wiaal

Washington, April (i. German submarines have been landing guns, food
and munitions on the coast of Tripoli,
according to an official dispatch today
from Fiance. The dispatch quotes
General Nivclle, now commanding the
North African troops, as saying, that
the situation In the section open to
German-Turkis- h
attack on the,
coast is well consolidated
against attacking allied native tribes
who have been
with the
Germans and Turks.
French recruiting of friendly natives continues and these men become
good soldiers in six months.

0
ARE IN

REVOLT

A

rev MOKNiNe

nr.

"Your General Hindenburg
Will soon leave Hamburg
To come with you.
For what he has done, too.

e

am in school,,

I

M

A Simple Method That Has a Wonderful
Influence upon Tha Future Infant.

before the arrival oC baby know up women fur over half a century have uwd v.itb.
d
rpffularity the
;rcpar:tiiu.
Kriond.

Here U a must wonderful appil''lun f.r
It iwnetrateB
the abdomen and breasts.
the niusflra, ligaments and thu'i.-i- , rt mW-in- c
them pliant io readily yteld t nat'irii'J
demand for expansion.
By Its usj the anxious weeks nf preprnan?y
are made comfortable.
The initial wrenchand stretching
ing strain, hearing-dow- n
are
counteracted.
The system la prepalria
pared for the coming event, and Its use
brings refit, repose and happy anticipation.
;f Mother's
My the regular use
Frtrnd
punt1 easier
during the period the muscle
when baby arrive, and na until ; lie pain
and danger at the crisis Is less.
Mother's Krjrnd' is prepared aftef (lie formula of n noted family dor Mr by tho Ilrad-flel- rt
Itegulator Co.. A 2(i Lamar Bid., Atlanta, lia. It ia for external uha only: la
absolutely and entirely safe and wonderfully
effective. Write them for thMr Instructive,
and Interesting "Motherhood Book." There
in a wealth of Instruction and comfort to be
It Is
derived In reading this little bonk.
plainly written lust what every won an
wants to know and will be a splendid little
text book of guidance, not nly for. youraelf
but will make you helpful to others, and
in the meantime, obtain a bottle of Mother's
Friend from the druggist, and thus fortify
yourself against pain and discomfort -

r una

'

a

think,

,

The Perfect Baby
Of The Future

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

"Our Uncle Sam
Is sending men,
So the kaiser will smell
The devil .in hell."
am a fook

" By ' special arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
through an s.rrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for,, every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers in
France and pn the way to France. ,
,
a. The packages (60o worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many aoldiera as you subscribe
6 cent
.
pieces.
,
v
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TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE
..
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HOUSES
MUST, PAY EXTRA TAX

INSTALLMENT
.

,
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-
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lkiii
Installment

FURNACE
IS

COKE-PRIC-

s'

''I

...

Washington, April
dealer's In furniture, clothing,, Jewelry
and other personal effects must report
as taxable, Jncome the, percentage' .of
profit represented In each installment
payment, and the entire payments, if
the purchaser defaults .and the property is returned to the dealer. This
ruling today by the internal revenue
bureau means heavier taxation for In...... stallment dealers.

'v
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i Near the .Trenches.
JOttinjf Cpi&B'S

"PATHS OF GLORI"

"As I recall now, we had coma through the Kate of h school
house to where the automobile stood, when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the hattlefront brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well,
'"You 'get It, 1 see, said ;the German officer, who stood along-sid- e
of me:.
comes from-thremiles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind, is strong' and he waved his left arm
toward
It sb though, the scent had been a visible thing. That explains
tobacco la so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.why
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men In the
front trenches. - As long aa they smoke and keep n smoking they
can atand that."

It

No.
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$8,50
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..

Matter How Small the Amount

' (Fred

B. Pitney.)
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does not sacrifice his coke prices announced by Jhe fuel adown men," the officer; 'replied. "He ministrator today were the following:
i'ew Mexico coke,. JS.&O for furnace
r1.
sacrifices the Germans,"
and smelting and J 9.50 for seventy-two-hoThen he told me, a story. ,,. , ,: ,
i
selected, .foundry'.
"In another sector .during
.
y :
not .long ago,'; he Bald,,r,'the colonel
Baron Uioiinda Resigns, ;
commanding a certain- regiment hat
was supposed to advance In'onfornia-tlon'wit- h V Ixndon, .April ,26-- - Baron Rhonnda
the Daily Mall nays it, understands, has
the general plan, telephoned
resigned the office of British food
to regiments on his right and lef,t that controller.
. He has been absent from
they had not advanced because the his post for some weeks owing to Illwire entanglements in, front of them ness,
... ... ,
,:
t,
had not been cut:,, go ithls colonet remained in the trenches. A litUa later
Coulon Boxing- - Infractor,
tho brigade commander telephoned to
Chicago, April 26. Johnny CPu,on-the- ,
know if the colonel had advanced. He
former bantamweight; champion,
explained why he had not because today was advised of his Appointment
the regiments' on either side of .him b .boxing instructor at Camp
Travis,
could not move and It fc$ went for- - Sao Antonio, ttx. ''
-

Send

Our boys are going to need tobacco In great
Fill out
the coupon bow Today la" None Too Soon and quantities."
make It generous!
or
maU
to
Tie, .Jpurnal orxice.
it,;
Bring it,
.

(BY

f' General Foch

joua-nal-

Results from Journal Want Ads

i ooacco

IV.

I

TO MOBNtNG

Santa Fq. April 2li. In the federal
court here Julia McDonald was found
guilty of conducting a house of ill
fame within five miles of Camp Cody.
The defendant denied the charge and
maintained that soldiers attempted to
assault her criminally. Timothy Riley
was found guilty on two counts for
celling liquor to J. H. Freopartner, a
soldier in uniform at Camp Cody.
Judge Neblett In charging the Jury
declared that men wearing the Unit
ed States uniform are likely to tell me
truth when called upon by their government to testify under oath and are
not likely to commit perjury to "get a
bootlegger into trouble."

TO THE JOURNAL

the ear,
And brought you here.
So do not fear,
Old Kaiser, dear.

I'll tell you,

IS
OF CHARGE

GUILTY

.Mother's

"1 got you by

a

FEDERAL COURT
FINDS WOMAN

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

The kaiser pretty soon
Will be on the railroad of the moon.
The moon will say, '"Ring the bell,"
To the devil In hell.
" II.
The devil will say, "Hello,
You're now down below.
With your horned father,
Not with your mother.

All those who

.

HUNGARIAN

1-

r V.

Iron

Common in Spring-Iron is an essential constituent of
pure and healthy blood.
Peptiron, the new iron tonic, combines iron with nux, celery, pepsin and
other blood and stomach tonics that
successful physicians prescribe.
It is a wonderful corrective of
languor, nervousanemia, paleness,
ness, whether caused by hard work,
worries, too close confinement indoors, or any other cause. Peptiron
will multiply the red corpuscles In
your blood, tone your nerves, improve
your color, aid your digestion, and restore the health and strength that you
must have for the cheerful performance of daily duties.
Peptiron is in the form toof pills,
chocolate-coate"pleasant
take,
prompt in effect and economical.
the
knows
Your druggist
great
merit of this uui and iron preparation, and will be pleased to supply
'
you,

ertciAL COeaiONDBNCE

journal eaciAi HAeco wiaat
Washington, April 26. Labor troubles continue in Hungary. A dispatch
from Switzerland today said that in
A HOME GROWN
POEM
Iludapcst on April Vi more than
250,000 workmen gathered in different parts of the city und adopted a
As a rule The Morning Journal has resolution which thu censor did not
made it a policy to "fight shy" of allow to be published in its entirety.
The men expressed irritation and
poetry' written by aspiring Jouveniles,
but here is an exception.
bitterness over conditions and decided
It was written In school yesterday to use every means, including illegal
by Ignacio Candeloria, who attends measures If necessary, to overturn the
the Los Candelarias school, He is -' government, which does not satisfy
years old, and is in the sixth grade.
the workingmen's claims for electoral
Ignacio said he composed the line reform.
to
devoted
is
hour
that
during tly
composition Work. The spirit of paRheumatic rams.
and revenge
runs
triotism
that
When troubled
with rheurriattsm
through the verses shows the feelings bathe the affeoted parts with Chamthat swell in the young boy's breast, berlain's Liniment. You will be surand what might be expected of him if prised at the relief which it affords.
he:were,old enough to fight
"The Kaiser's Horned Father" is
the title Ignacio gave his composition,
which reads as follows,, just as he
turned it Into the Journal:

'

OF IRON NOW

NEED

ions of Hidden

sistent and constant. It is his hand
rising to his moustache to tug at it
slowly and strongly. The other is to

wave back into his place In tho semicircle an officer who has come in and
made his report. This is a true picture
of General Foch commanding in a battle, and the thing that is most impressive Is the utter stillness as the semicircle of officers watches tho general
bcf6re tho map."

Sit

WHISKEY

,

"

'

ON HIS PROMISE.

for.a-waste-

ment.
"Such a performance would be inconceivable Under General Foch. He
would have known whether the wire
was cut in' front of all the regiments,
and orders for that regiment to advance!, would never have been given
unless tho others could havu supported it. General Foch makes war a formidable thing for tho enemy, but his
men, know that ho never sacrifices
them needlessly."
Another tradition is, that in a battle
General Foch always goes on the field
himself. This, doubtless, arose at the
battle of tho Marne, when twice the
French center was driven back very
nearly to the chateau where the general had his headquarters. I asked
about this, also.
"It is ridiculous," said tho officer,
"10 think that General Foch would be
so unconscientious as to go t a loophole in the first lino trenches just to
see fifty yards of Germans."
The officer gave me a description of
the scene, when General Foch com
mauds an army in battle.
"General Foch is to be found in the
big room nt his headquarters, durjng
a battle," the officer said. "He stands
before a large scale map with a pencil

,

.

un-

supported.
" 'You must go forward,' the general
said. 'It is orders.'
"The colonel telephoned again to
the regiments beside him and remained in the trenches. Once more
the brigade commander ordered him
forward.
" 'It Is orders,' the general said
again.
"A third time the colonel was ordered forward and he had to take his
men out of the trenehes. He took
them to the crest of the hill, in front
of them, where they waited all day
for the others to Join them, and at
nightfall retired to their trenches.. Although this was accomplished so skilfully that there was but a single casualty one corporal wounded, whom
the colonel,, himself, carried back tc
the trenches on his shoulders a great
'moverisk, had been run

Se
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was said also that Increases
of
winter wheat and oats acreage had
been to a, material degree at the expense of corn. Besides receipts today
were not large, and were sold readily
at full prices, low grades in particuPAYS
lar being in excellent demand for dis
tilling purposes. Despite the fact that
considerable realizing on the part of
holders was encountered, no importDRY ant setbacks took place, notwithstanding comparative weakness of oats.
The outlook for oats seemed to be
for the largest acreage on record.
Slowness of eastern demand acted also
a decided handicap on the hulls,
Dealings Are Restricted to as
and checked sympathy with the up
Two Hours in Morning; Low turn in corn.
Provisions were irregular, 'hut- the
Priced Specialties Taken Up average
level did not alter. Belgian
orders to be filled served as a susGain
Pools
Slightly,
by
tained influence.
'Closing prices:
' Corn
l.r.3.
1.27V4; July,
May,
imt UONNlMtt JOURNAL Se,'.1. LIASIO IH
oats May, K3c; July,
New, York, April fi. In deference
Pork May, $47.50; July, $4.7li.
to the Liberty dny demonstration,
Lord May, $24.77; July, $'J5.17.
Ribs May, $22.70; July, $23.27.
dealing!) on the stock exchnnge today
were restricted to the two hours of the
morning. In that brief period, howXFW YORK MKTAL MARKET.

STOCK EXCHANGE

RESPECTS

TO LIBERTY

'

ever, the market again manifested
New York, April
firm to strong fundamental conditions
although activity and strength center- spelter, nominal.
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29
14
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Eria . . . ;
Great Northern Ore Ctfs.,,. .,
. . SStt
Great Northern pfd
. . B2
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mcr. Marine Pfd. Ctfs. . .. 8G
. . 32
Kennecott Copper
..112
Ix)uisville & Nashville
.. 93
Mexican Petroleum
.. 28
Miami Copper
.

........

..

Missouri Pacific

Montana Power
Central
Northern pacific
Pennsylvania ... :.
Ray Consolidated Copper
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Texas Company
Union Pacific
V. S. Industrial Alcohol
tJnited States Steel
Utah Copper ..

20
67
8

JVew York

24
81
80
2

28
144
11

........ 12395
........... 79

NEW YORK COTTON MARKET.
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brick, stuccoed, mod
ern, glassed sleeping porch, hard-wood floors: 3rd. ward.
$1,350
frame, modern, sleep
COO

$1,050.

house with
EASY TERMS,
lot, good outsleeping porch,
buildings, located on East Central
& CO.
It's a good
$2,100.
porch, garage, kitchen range; avenue, forus only
show it to you.
THIRD & GOLD.
buy. Let
Highlands, near car line.
stucco bungalow,
$3,000
modern, garage, Highlands, close
NEW BUNGALOW.
t
In.
$4.400. .
brick, modern, hot REAL ESTATE, FIRR INSURANCE,
good porches, white
4th.
water heat,
lot 75x142,
LOANS.
plaster finish, furnace, hardwood
Ward.
Phone 150 floors, built in features, close "loca21fl West Gokl.
$2,500
tion, for only $3,500.
pebble dashed bungalow; N. 12th 'St.
IL MeCLCGHAJf
$1,600
frame, bath, eleetrle
210 West Gold.
Phone 007.
close-IS.
lights, barn,
Broadway,
KENT
modern

Four-roo-

n

t.

HJEESCIIBR

modern
bungalow,
electing porch, plenty of
Inquire 74 West Tljeras
.

Five-roo-

Estate, Insurance, Loans
South Fourth Street

glaased-i-

n

shade.

111

LOST.

Dwellinfe.

FOR RENT
BUY

LIREKT7

A

BOND

AND

AND
OUR BOYS.

North.
ItENT Seven room furnished bungalow In fourth ward. Until, electric lights,
hardwood floors, trees, l'hne KCS.
FOIt

Mate.
WANTED-Oo- od

milker.

WANT

cutter at the" HiKhian J

Market.

Phone

4JD.

fmnisheil hnuie from
South
No Blek.

FOIt RENT

May to Heptember.
rail "at
mnrnlnitu,
Albutiuer'nie Creenhouses, Seventeenth and Seventh. Apply
furnished house at
W'eKt Central.
I'OK RENT One
WANT

WANTED Eipcrlem-etraveling salesman
for wholesale grocery
house. Address
Wholesale, Jaurnal.
WANTED Woman cook, bo; carpenters and
laborer. Employment Agenrf, 110 South
Third. Phone 3M.
WAKTS.L,ubarera and teamsters at advanced wakes. Kama Fe Gold ft Copper
Mining Co., Kan Pedro, K. M.

Female,
WANTED Oirl for general housework. 112
North Walter.
WANTED Experienced aaleswomen.
Apply at The Economist.
WANTED Second girl. lira. George Ko- llnirton. Phone 1049.
WANTED Two mai.la and good hall man.
110 South Third.
Phone 364.
iVANTED filrl "for cookltiB
and general
house work. 62:1 West fVjpper.
WANTEI(3MJil housekeeper at once. MrsT
O. T. Phillips, 415 Houth Walter.
WOMAN For general housework; no exok-In- g.
.
Albuquer-queAddresa Box
WANTEli Maid for general housework.
Apply 600 North Fourth. Phone til.
WANTED An experienced dressmaker. Apply to Sellgman Brothers Co., Santa Fe,

South

406

4W

bouse,
West Oold.

Seventh; furnished four-rooSouth .Seventh.
Apply at

ZU

Hlghlanaa.

house furnished with
FOR RENT
7S8 East
sleeping porches; Jit Per month.
'Santa Fe.
2
modem bungalow,
iiTB'xlFlmr-rooi- n
103 SoutM
118.50 month, water paid.
Apply
Welter.
temtiit f"r mm-ine- r
Foil KENT To deeiii-.lnew modem bungalow completely
1
br.-acre,-poi riles,
furnished.
"East Silver.
"4.
giiriice. Phone
Two-roor- n

BUSINESS CHANCES.
u.t V.l,l.rnnm tinarfllfl' and

r..,n

L

Ing house. Close in.
ond. Phone lr,M-J- .

TOOm-

Apply 6m North

Sec-

ng
house, good business,
busi
good location, on account of other
ness must sell. I'hone ins.
WANTED Let" your money work for i you
and your country. Hign rate ox imo-.- best
paid on every Liberty Bond end the
security.
FVRSALE-Rooml-

FOR SALE Automotjilet.
South
sali ' Ford touring rur.

K. M.

Fori

WANTED Woman for general housework;
10
email
Phone
per month.
family:

FOrt"SALE-Fo-

.46-J-

?4

,61,4

Arno.

rd

'runabout.

tteumao-Aye-

r

Supply Co.

.

WANTED Oirl for general housework and
rare of baby; only experienced need apply.
West Marquette.
TELEGRAPH T 8 tonography, bckkeeplng.
Board, room, lotion may be earned. Catalog free. Mackay Business College, Lea An-

Fuil.SAlE

314

lJ.)lWH.i

he

REN1

Store.FOR
Borden has left. for New Torti. It
or
office
with
KENT
Store
FOR
will
with
confer
.that he

ert

Is expected

living

Good clean location between
apartment
Sir Thomas 'VVljite, Canadian minister Elke
or
Commerce clubs. Phone 12J.-i
of tinanoe,, now. In New York, In re- ... and
gard to financing between the United
States and Canadian governments, and
MONEY TO LOAN.
. ;
later go to Washington.
MONEtTOXOAN On t&l
aecurity.
J,

--

-.

piAte
rv- - Ptanfi 77t.
Wt Wnt Oolrl, CUr IohU-tMoro Mooncy rYleruls.
WANTED
Ctarpeitter i Work.
I
BelUngham. .Wfth,-- i April 26. The
CARPENTEillNU,
building,
eereeatag and
council
last
Labor,
Bellingham. Central
IVm
repairing. Call Detenu; fo. f
voted.-.-in,0
favor
night
1
as
a
Oil'
strike
protest against
May
Cstate.
FOR SALE
the sentence of death against Thomas
t'8ALg-ir.;T-yr
3. Moonelr.'
.''
I

'

:

;

'

.

es.

54-ho-

ReJ

Try the Waiii

A
BACK

BACK Ol.lt noVs.

Mat

BUY

D

--Rooms.

LIBERTY

BOND
AND
Oil It BOTH.

Nortfe.

HELP WANTED.

Eli-M- eat

FOR RENT

Avenue;

(.iulil bar jtin 8?l with a iium-uiIKfwnrd. Mrs. Bryant, at Btuckmen'H Guaranty Loan (o.

BACK

ATTORVETH

Oeatral avenue. East front.
Twe hoosea.
ALB
FOB
of land. Annlr Mrs. Chmvea.
block north from tui of ctf

M

-

:

V

.

'

-

'

Phone

IMt--

one; sere
Old Town, one

and

:

On Monthly Payments

Una,
f

V

ROOM

HOUSE

Fine Location

South Arno

7

tV.

BOD-- Y

iK

Attonsetra al Imw
Suite t. Law Library PulUleg
K. II HA FT

Deatal
rejee
l
Barnett Building
fltseM let
Appolntmenu Made by Mall
'
w. COW

Near Central.

1K. MAR(! AltF.T

lloiim Kent Will Pity for It.

C

ARTWRldllT

dreu's Dlaeusee
1121 E Central Phone 671,
Albuquerque, N. M.
wttn. l'UIO.
BAJLJEa
Praetlce Limited la "fya, Bag, Rase tm
TliKOAT
Office Hour.- - 19 to 111 I t I
Stat National Bank aTallalng
DH. 8AKAI1 t'OKKK.

Miscellaneous.

Practice Limited to CMldrea
OfficeRooms 1 and I, Wright Bids.
Fourth and Gold.
Hours 3 p. m. to I p. to.
Residence Phone M7B.
Office Phona M
DB. IDA U GROUT.
Osteopath! Phyalrlaa.
Hour 10 to i. Suit , Woolworth Building.
Office Phone 1940. Residence Phone IU.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited to
DISEASES AND
DISEASES OP THE SKIN

GKNITO-t'RINAR-

Y

THONG
Citizens Rank Dldg.

886.
Alhaqttcrrjue.

MAfiSEr'KS.

..m.).

MRS. K. M. MINDKU.

Mmmdh

Chiropody, manicuring, all kinds of hatha,
leotrlo treatment, ahampnoing and eoalp
treatment at vour home. Phone TlbS--

JRLE-

eitock.

-

FOR SALE Six oai.g sows. Two with five
pigs each. E, W. Fee.
FOR SALE Holsteln cow; fresh. 1021 For-rst- er
avenue, or Yount ranch, east of Los
Orlegos.
FOR RALE Forty-tw- o
yearling and tight
Hereford Bull.
All In good
condition. New Mexico raised. Out of high-gracows and registered lr
even of
above registered.
Adores
limlilo Valde.
Kprlnger. N. M.
TUB RIO GRANDE DUROC HO
CO. ot
Albuoueraue, N. M, can supely at all
tint) bred sows, bred gilt, herd boar and
young ituff at moderate prtoe. We bar
tbe best tn the V. S. A.. 4ut pounder la
even months. Get the kind that
Free
Information on how to raise hog Day.
for profit.
Offloe lilt South Third. Phone ltxl
WE have for sale now fit heed of highly bred
Registered Hereford bull, agta running
from 12 to 20 months, all are well gtown ami
ready for eervlce. Priced from f ITS to I22S
acordlng to the age, alt and Individual.
Will sell one or all to one buyer. Thl I
an opportunity to get herd bulls thu von
cannot afford to mis. Seventy-Seve- n
Ranch.

neiroua,

Mez.

.

FOR SALE.

lUncliea.

FOR SALE Otl RENT Small ranch with.
house, 1 mile north of Old, Town,
Inquire of F. M. Zlckert. irsrdn.r
FOR SALE A bararrTrti.acre TanohTi5
acre in
old choice fruit tree; good
barn: electrie pumping plant; excellent
aotl;
5 miles
outh of Albuquerque, Owner
lea,
lng. J4o MS
Phone S40t-FOR etAXgrernMT-Al?'- ct,
aml""aiT
falfa ranch lt (he Aln;. must u eoltf
at once; a bargain; three
ocrof thrice
bearing fruit tree: re.r
uifalfa: two.
r.eim h(Oise with sleeping porches- r.1my of
-out buildings: thl
v.ill niniosr
irs
the place, l'hon.. trp
pay
fj.) r call at 114
West Central.

rt.

fr

FOR RENT

yswqsx'

Apartments.

WANTED-He- lp
New aTexic. ,o ring the,
Liberty Bell
Liberty Bond t
sweet muslo for again,
Uncle 8am.

FOR

HK.NT-Th-

Save,

ree

or

four-roo-

apartmenta.

w",lB

hx,,.,."

FOR

MBNT-Th-ree
and four-roofurni.hel
apartment, modern, no tick, too block
South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
AT the Washington, 1002 Wcit
Central, beau'
tlful furnished apartment with
and bath. Ready In a few days. kitchenette
J. D Ea-klproprietor.

TIME CARDS.

ATCniSON, TOPEKA

8AUTA TB

xvy ro.

Westbound.

BmC

-

' "'aM- Depart
Scout
1:90 pm.
7:lpm.
California Limited . . , .. .11:00
am. 11. SO ant.
t: am. 10:16 am.
Fargo Faat
The Navajo
11:60 pm. 12:20 am.
.i
a.ii.1
j
'.
308. El Pao Rvprese
11 :06
pm.
tie. El Paw Express........
10:0t am.

ftu
The

1.
3.
7.
.

...

WANTED

45.

Prartlre limited to Women's and Chll.

ALBUQUERQUE
INVESTMENT CO.
115 South Second St.
FOR SALE

Dwdri

Mellnl Building
PHYSICIANS AtrP eUBOKOMI

Is

WANTEp-oaand lent cottage

J.

Room

WANTED Albuquerque Is a good place to
live in but not If the kaiser win the war.
Loan to our government tor Liberty Bond
or you will have to donate to Uermflny,FOR SALE Dahlia bulbs. K1 7 South Walter.
idg"
FOR SALE
D. Chaves. Hot
WeBt firanlte.
FOR RENT Modern furntsned
rooms; no FOR SALM-t'la- nu.
m.
call "SiTore W
sick; running water. CC8ty West Central.
102.1 South Edith.
hii-g2
furnlahell
room
for FOR HALE Pair gnu a wnr-FOR RENT
inaree, wagon
housekeeping. 410 North Fourth. Si'honf
and harness. Apply John Mann.
1K58-FOIt SA LE A Ifa! fa.. W21 Forester uvenue.
citaFOR RENT Furnished r ,om,
of Yount ranch, east of
(Irlegos.
ble for two ladles; in ,i lt, r,;ir, .;,)tth WR'.n'.K-H'lryeTe'sT
hoy a n d lt rl. good
Third.
121 North
condition.
High, Phone 2234.
Foil RENT Furnished rooms for light
FOR SALE Two buggtes. one wagon. 2 seia
housekeeping, cheap. 4 ir Norlli Second.
single harness, 1 horse. Inquire 0. A. Cole,
Phone 21IU-or phono 2i0,'I-FURAND CENTRAL HOTEL 'Ronms by day,
It. p. St. Mary
week or month; steam heat and bath; rea- FOR HALE One twenty-fiv- e
Gasoline engine, never used. Apply W. 6.
sonable rate.
M.
N.
Santa
Sargent,
fe,
1 M PE HI A L
io&i
.
8 N Ice I y turn ished roornsT
H(
Rates, Over
by dny, week or month.
eggs for hatching. II per setting; also
Woolworth' atore.
roots. Phone 2130-FOR KENT Nicely furnished r, elns. ideas-an- t chrysanthemum
FOR
SALE Horse, buggy, harneas and
location, close in. no sick, no rhejlren.
Scotch collie pups, cheap. Address W. J.
Mir, West
Phone 1944-Fruit.
Congdon, i'X South Walter street, city.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, housekeeping FOR SALI-- One I'aaselie
one
apartment, net? modern house; no iek;
pressure gunge, hose and copy of $100.00
also
house, furnished. 216 N, Seventh, worth of patterns, )2i.0O. Wn, 11. Marsh,
FOR RENT Nlre'y furnished outside rooms care Woolworths.
by the week or month; also furnished room FOR SALE Three sets harness, double and
for light housekeeping. Elma Hotel, corner
single: 1 runnbout for sule or trade; 1
First and Tljeras.
set yeterlnary tools cheap; 1 span of ponies;
1
saddle. Iniul:-- 520 North Second.
BDuOu.
FOP. SALE fwirVTss 10 i'(.'rex rugs C.m
Foil RENT Large, ciean furnished room.
each. (ne 0x12 l(riiss. rug tlf,.(X. One Reed
0 Houth Seventh.
Call evenings.
! rocker
2.r,0.
victrola. complete with records.
1X2.50.
cost
wl sell fur less than half. 1419
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, clo
in; West
Central.
703
no sick,
West Silver.
ROOF PAINT
FOIt RENT-Furnis- hed
room, 411 West Sli- JOo
per gallon, lioofe under our care will
ver; no sick, no children.
from
year to year. We can put on
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms aImprove
new roof tliut will lust as long as the
for housekeeping. 521 West Silver.
building. Tlie Manzuno Co. Phone 1602-FOiritENTMie furnished roomfor light ,10 South Walnut.
724
South kltlE carbon roof
housekeeping, coal stove and ga.
parol and root cement
Second.
tops leaks: last five yi ar. Use Devoe
FOR RENT Furnistieej room, big eaough ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lator two: five window; emaller
cold
water kalsomlne. and be satisfied.
Tho. F. Keleher, 408 West Central. 1'hon.
housekeeping. 904 South Third.
410.
nd
FOR RENT Two room, kitchenette
leeplng porch, completely furnished; private bath, Phone 22H. Ri West Iron.
FOIt U EXT Three room apartment
with
bath and sleeping porch, nicely furnished WANTED Hog rug weaving. Phone 120.
for housekeeping, modern and desirable lo- WANTED 40.000 sacks, by the Southwestern
cation. C16 West Coal,
Junlt Co., at once. Will pay 2 to J cents
each. Phone 119.
uo.
Second hand
WANTED
iron or ashetos
FOR RENT-Furnisroom, lot South Wol-- i
sate, medium size. New Mexico Rait
ter.
'
Co., Wlllard, N, M.
218
FOR RENT Furnished room.
South fi 10 H EST CASH PRICE PAID FOR JUNK
Walter. Phone 202,
BY THE SOUTHWESTERN iUNK CO.,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 420 East Cen- 114 WEST LEAD. PHONE lit. Wl ALSO
BUY OLDJtUTOS.
tral. $12.00 month. Phone 1W19-WANTED-Second-ha- nd
men
and boys'
furnished for holiliekeePi
FOR rtENT--Roor- n
clothes, shoe and underwear, Alio trunk
lng: sleeping porch. 410 South Edith.
019.
Call
Second
case.
and
suit
Chicago
FORE-Krnisned
room and. leeplng
hand store, ai i noutn r irst
porch and hoard for $35 per " month. 408
or
One
saddle
two
horse
WANTED
good
.
North Arno.
that will also drive: also want good sad"GA RENT-T- wo
furnisl red rooms and sleep-In- g dle,
and double harness, Apwagon
spring
ponh, gentlemen pcrfererd. 224 South ply to !A South Edith, phone 3KH.
r.r
Walter. Phone 1672,
ii"'Xoui"TiiNit"" Co.. " to." South-riFOR RENT Nice large airy front rocm,
172.
We buy rag, bottl-- a,
aek.
Phone,
board If desired, private family, rhon
of aU description. W wreck
Iron, metal
12U-R- .
737 South Edith.
,
old machinery;
buy old furniture,
clothing end shoes.
flnlsTring by muWANTKU Careful rcoa
ter photographer. Twlca dally er!oav
u YrtAirinEriT
Send
satisfartlon
guaranted.
Remember,
'
AND
your finishing to s reliable, established firm.
BOtS.
OUR
BACK
Hanna ft Henna, master photographera,
FOR RENT Frjnt room wtrh porch, board,
private family. (23 South High,
SALE-wT- y
FOR KENT Nice room and sleeping porch. FOR
with board t3t South Arno; phone lilt-FOSALE Rhode Islanil Red bahy c'oUks,
RENT Desirable rooms, with sleeping FOR
.
and setting hens, fioft West e'rtnt.
perch, hot and eold water, (team beat, fWTIEE-Kav.Jft. L'k, I lUo.;' I;
fl'st-clas- a
o"
table board. Oaaa
ae Oro, lit
'
chick, out laid. U M. Thomas, m. Baat
Wat Gold.
Haaeldln.
SHADY NOOK ranch offer
axuellunt rot-nand board. Just the place) to set strong. FOR SALE Brown leghorn and K. 1. letting
egg prixe strain, $1.00 for 13, Robinson, Old
For rate phone J4S9P-free transportation.
Accommodation now available. Mrs. H. B, Town, phone 229?,
Thorn a.
FOR SALE 8. C White Leghorn baby"
chick and hatching egga Bos HI Phon
MRS. W. 11. REED, owing to the sal of the
new
17t.
s
baa
Lockharr ranch,
reaort,
Gentry' Poultry Ranch.
opened
at 124 East Coal avenue. FOR "sALEW Orplngiorir C. Wyandott,
for healthseeker
I
ear
lor them
where ehe
fully prepared to
Ancona, R. I. Red and Pekin duck eggs;
a In the oaat.. Phone IMt-also Guinea hen L. A. Erlandson. Ph, 1M9-FOR SALE Eggs for hatching. Thoroughbred 8. ('. R. I. Reila and B. P. Rocks.
FOR RENT-M- U
Red Poultry Yds., 413 W. Atlantic, Ph. 14S3W
orq
lB
F6R-bXT'lTyer and rarer" White-Leg-hFOR RENT Garage. lit South Arni. ,..
bahy chicks, 111 for 109, 19.50 tor to, IS
HORSES and Rig to Je.ne Springs; cheap for IS, Yott'e Poultry Ranch, P. O. bog lot,
Arno.
rates. 8. Garcia. 1202
city: phone 1777.
tie drMng horse and bug- -' FOR SALE Fresh white unfertile eggs, the
FOR REN'T-G- n
kind to keep. 40c retail delivered; 40c bulk
gy. tl.00 fo'r t Hours. Phone I594-607 Weat Mountain
FOR RENT First clas pasture, 12.00 per delivered. Scott Smith,
month. Dolde' Ranch, tour mile south, road,
W2t.
of town. Phona
FOR SALE Best 8. C. R. 1. Red In New
Mexico; egg for hatching; strong In blood
FOR "RfTnt Good rooming house ner CenKing;" first prixe cock at
tral and First, 27 room. Thaxton A Co of "Albuquerque
"Palace Show." New York; tin two eocka.
corner Third and Oold.
V.
P. Hy, S3 North High.

l.'The

aa.,.tti

Scout
t Otam.
rT:am.
2:15 pm. 1:40 pm.
The Navajo
4. California Limited ...,1:40pm.
1:00pm.
1:16 pm. 1 M pro.
I. Santa F Eight...
Frnr Hmtih.
ana,
tit. Kansa CHy and Chteago,
t
tit. Kswm Git. sad Chlce.- 2.

Room.

WANTED Ify" "young couple In perfect
health seeker nix mile north of Santa health.' two nicely furnished housekeeping
In private family. Pbos
rooms
M.
54
N
N,
Santa
Addle
fe,
tun,
F,
BOARD

U shxUdlag

Rooms
j

WANTED Stand up and be counted as 100
per cent American citizens by buying Liberty Bonds.
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished or unfurnished,, in town. Inquire 1300 North Second,
FOR RENT Kooms fl
oi weetj bath;
steam treat; no sick: over Golden Rule atore

'""'i

Ooa
mi

rhon

KO-t-

DBNTIST

Five-room- s,

FOl

CARDS.

JOHN W. WILSON
Attarae
Room
U. tT and lt.

UK.

A..L Mmim

A
Beat

PROFESSIONAL

A Good Line of
SHADES.
RANOKS, KITC.K,
LINOIKUMS, FURNITirKK, KTC.
New and Sivoml Hand
We want to buy what you have
to sell
STAH FMlNITrnK CO.
118 West Gold

TiMTON

ing

iiic model "Ford, cheap. C
Grimcn. care Koyai
FOR PALE "heap. Saxon roadeler 1Bgood
condition. Rio Grande Industrial School.
FdU SALBr CHEAP Ford Truck, new; call
at North Fifth end McKlnley. Charles
geles.
w,v-.vPansmore, phone 1036Ford touring car, over site
FOR SAl.E-lS- iil
TYPEWRITERS.
tirna: shock ahjorhere; engine in A-- l conp
dltion. 702 Houtn nign
TYPEWRITERS All makes, overhauled and
louring car, 1017 model,
repaired, Ribbons for every machine. Al- FOR SALE Dodge
new
flheep--ReceIpwould tak Ford
buquerque Typewriter Exchange. Phone 914. Inperfect ehape.Amiress Urea;
uwner, care journal.
122 Routh Fourth.
exchange.
FOR SALE CHEAP.
Two Ford cara.
DRESSMAKING.
One Ford Speedster.
Kansas City Livestock.
StTBNTION
arc
We
LADIES
Maxwell truck.
ReOne
nlennintly
Cattle
Kansas City, April 26.
Aino. 'Had to l.uuj
at 14 South
One Saxon roadster.
Prime yoqlocaiert
'
ceipts 2,000. Market 2R-steady.
Madamrs
call.
In
sewing.
Fancy
All
good condition.
dressed beef
toA ileori Slfl 9R(B)17
v
Phnnn 1T07.
DEAIj GARAGE,
SQUARE
steers ,$1 5.25 16.50 ; western steers,
Corner Copper and Fourth.
COWS,
$14.25(5)17.25:
FOR, SALE nouses.
bulls, $8.50(5
heifers, $9.00(Sil4.00:
WANTED rosTtlon.
FOR SALE Nice home, furnished and a
12.75; calves, $8.0012.5O.
H.IjoO,
half cash. WANTED Why do the banka buy so many
good puylng buslnrsK,
Hogs Receipts r,,000. Market higher. Bulk, $17.10 (fill 7.4 5; heavy, $17.10 Bungalow, Journal office.
Liberty Bondsf Because It la both patripigs, IfOB BALE A fine little home In highlands, otic and profitable,
17.35;
light, $17.20(ffil7.50;
In sleeping porch. 11. 100. Term If
lamed
Position by refined woman, care
$13.5017.00.
t;i,on-r!orflnJ. V. Keleher, 401 Central. Phone WANTED
1.000.
Market wanted.
ta
Invalid, semi- - Invalid, aged couple, light
ua
Phone M5.
housework.
Ijimbs, $20.00 21.25; year
steady.
ia.u
womers,
16.&U(sMl-lu- :
WANTED Experienced young man 18 wants
lings,
Job preferably driving truck or aulo. AdThe civilian
17.00; ewes, JJl 5.00 CD 1 6.75.
from the government.
under tho new order of dress It. H., Journal.
trade
will,
Denver IJvestock.
Employment by settled man,
get what Is left and that prob- WANTED
past draft age, in perfect health; office,
Denver. April 26. Cattle Receipts things,Svill
not be much
beyond the clerical
work of some ftlnd. or truck, drivBeef steers. ably
Market steady.
1,300.
'
ing., Address J. W. H., care Journal.
$9.50(816.70: cows and heifers, $7.00 bare necessities."
Scoured basis:
$9,00 5?
IF YOU want to lease your garage" on per(Si 12.75; stockers and feeders,
.
centage basis, er a manager or a mechanic
14.00: calves, fl0.00O14.50-- Texas Fine 12 months, $1.72$
that will fix 'em all. write before. April St.
jjok Receipts 600. Market steady. 1.75; fine 8 months, $1.75 1.80.
., line no booze or cigarette. , Box 42, Cane
Top, $17.30; bulk, 4 $17.1017.15.
$1.85 (i yon, Texas.
staple.
800. Market 25c i Terrtory--FlnKepAlntH
'.
blood combing, $1.75
half
f.87H;
ewes,
Lambs, $19,50 20.00;
lower.
1.78; three-eightW ANTES Salesmen.
blood, combing,
$15.75 ifJ 16.25.
We
tl.5o1.65; fina clothing, $1.60
WANTED Salesman with automobile.
1.65; finer medium clothing, $1.55
have two exceedingly attractive automoTHE WOOL MARKET.
deal-er- a
men
auto
and
bile specialties: garage
1.60.
familiar with our product,. Extensive
Pulled Extra, $1.80 1,85; A A, advertising
Boston, April 26. The Commercial
and promotion now being car1.65.
$1.60
A
Bulletin will say tomorrow:
supers,
on.
Must have men of fcigh caliber
$1.701.80;
ried
'
I
e
has
and good sales ability. Address Thoma A
"Another week" of suspense
tVi
Son, Fairfield, Iowa,
lot of the wool trade Of the
7 Mnanelers Are jo Confer.
Thursday the Boston wool ! Ottawa. April 26. Premier Sir Robcountry.
-

Cotton closed
of 20 to 60 trade acted on the report or tne special committee which had- conferred
with tae war industries board, and in
which It was announced that the gov: CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
ernment would receive the voluntary
Chicago, April 26. Prospects for a nffM- nf the trade to turn over all Hp
wool at' July 80 prices, in lieu of
smaller, acreage, tpgether with, unfavorable weather, gave the corn mar- which offer the wool would ce comket today, .a decided upward swing. mandeered. Obviously there was onl
net one thing for the wool trade to do,
c to
Prices closed firm,
Growers Offer I18 Clip.
and July
higher, with May $1.27
"The wool growers have offered, all
1J.6S to $1.68, OaU finished unc up. and provisions of the new 1918 clip to the governchanged to
"varying from 20c decline to a rise, of ment at July 30 prices. The new clip,
25cV
however, will be handled through the
texpected reduction of corn acreage usual channels with a moderate comwas ascribed largely to the continued mission to dealers.
"Manufacturers on, civilian fOfldf
cold and rain which haa ' delayed
and to ihortaga of aeed corn. will have to receive their allotments
New York, April 26.

firm at a net advance
points.

,

ward.

modern, frame
cottage near shops in lowlands
Four-roo-

$t6,25(2l..

Paul.., .. 37y
.. 42

Chicago,
Chlno- - Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible, Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar . . ,.

,

othir

and

Lead

26.

ed chiefly In speculative issues.
NEW YORK MONEY MARKET.
Low priced specialties hitherto neglected were taken up , by pools at gains
New York, April 26. Mercantile
nf nno tn tun .mints-- the rise in iso- - paper, four
and six months. 6 per
- to
liilert instances extendinggreater cent; sterling 60 day bills, 4.72
per
leneths.
Representative Industrials cent; commercial tiO day bills, on
banks, 4.72 per cent; commercial 60
and rails moved only moderately,
1'nited Slates Steel and Read day bills, 4.71
per cent; demand,
4.76
4.75
ing scored extreme gains of a point. per cent. per. cent; cables,
more
tho
noteworthy
-Amnniro
Bar silver, 99 c.
Mexican dollars, 77c.
changes were Superior Steel, Malting
Philaand
Products
Corn
Government bonds, strong.
preferred,
and
delphia company, at gains of two morlnl.a
ml...C.4i. Clvlu
' t.
1 line-'
IMUlie
iiiAij
a half to four points. TODaccos,
niruiij,
90 days and six
cent;
Offsetper
also
hardened.
5(gi6
oils
tors and
5
(ft
6
cent.
months,
per
ting features included Gulf States
Call money Steady.
High, 4 pet
Steel at a recession of six points from cent; low, 4 per cent; ruling rate, 4
amountSales
rise.
material
recent
Its
per cent; offered at 4 per cent; 4closed to 150,000 shares.
ing bid, 3
per
per cent; last loan,
cent,
Kalian Exchange Breaks.
emGeneral market developments
CHICAGO PRODITE.
braced another sharp, break in Italian
exchange, lires approaching their low
Chicago, April 27. Butter. Market
record at 8.96. The recurrent weakness in these remittances was ascrib- unchanged.
Kggs Lower. Receipts 32,984 cases.
ed to speculation in bills on. Rome.
Firsts,
33c; ordinary .firsts,
Balof
the
The February statement
31
S32e:. at mark, cases included,
antimore & Ohio railroad, showing
Potatoes Receipts 38 cars. Market
other large deficit In net returns and
'
advices from Washington indicating unchanged.
the placing of additional large orders Poultry Fowls, unchanged.
for railway equipment were among
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
the other features of general interest.
Bonds were active but without
Kansas City, April 26. Butter and
change, all the Liberty group stiffen- poultry unchanged.
'
'
Eggs Fi rsts, 3 2
ing. Total sales (par value) aggrebonds
tTnited
States
$5,450,000.
gated
. LIVESTOCK
MARKETS.
old issues) were unchanged on cill.
Closing prices:
Chicago Livestock.
3
American Beet Sugar
Receipts
Chicago, April 26 Cattle
44
American Can
5,000.
Market weak. ' Native steers,
American Smelting & Refining. 77'6 $10.10W17.35; stockers and feeders,
98
American Tel. & Tel
$8.25012.16; cows and heifers, $6.75
50.
I'H Unn-13.80; calves, $7.60(013.
American Zinc
1.T
..... .11.., . 9A ti(l(l.
63
, lUU UAoainfd
f - ik'Pt
Anaconda Copper
average.
10c
above
83
strong,yesterday's
.
Atchison
1 i.uiidiil
61 H UU1K,
i.nu;
iignt, iti.
Baltimore & Ohio
1T.65:
pigs.
heavy,
$15.8517.30;
I'Vi
&
Hutte
Superior
$13.00(17,25.
13814
Petroleum
'
ts
Market
California
7,000;
138
weak.
Canadian Pacific
Sheep, $li.0017.25; lambs,
Mil.

cement

TOP

A

frame, modern, large
block garage, barn and
shades 4th.
outbuildings,

$2,500

74,.

--

Central Leather
Chesapeake &. Ohio

FOE SALE

(2.

LiMil

JODMAL CLMSHFIli

for. gentlemen

lit

1

li I'

1

EIGFTt

4

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

,

n

Albuquerque Morning t Journal. Saturday. April 27,
118 WEST CENTRAL

;

BARGAINS IN USED CARS
Our I'll? ltnicU Light si. run
several hundred miles; like new.

AVE.

Two 1017 new Matwcll

Plumbers; Hot Water and Steam Heating; Tinner

1

f

ears.

PnOXE

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

315.

AI.IUOIERQCR, IfEW MEXICO

i

J
::-

,

'X

We Have Right Now, Train on Time,
Very Nice

;

f

!

AUTO SALES
CORPORATION

!

I'hone 319.

Ereh

Tomatoes,

Lettuce,

Oranges ut, dozen
III" pounds

ol' Hint

lint

flavored

Itliuhtirb

RIGHT
SPECIALIST
KING:
HIS OFFICE VXTIL
Friday2 and Saturday, April 20 and 27
508
West Central Avenue, l'liouc
085 for Appointments.

OCT

Due By Express This Morning
Teas, Cucumbers, Straw berrie-ilarge niiioum of good sreen Asparagus.

Itadlshcs mill

Spiimi'lt

i

V. S.

rood Llcease

a

due lids ii, ill.,

0li'ciuilhlr

4 .V'

Noun

Kiir,

STOhE

CRESCENT

HOMER n. WARli
Marble Avenue

Phones

rhnlrliin, Kiieriiiliiiiig
and Tliruut, Axlhmii,

GROCERY

Dr. Lichtenwalter

Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
U'tropolltan 'Rlil. Tel., O'flce r,V3; Res. 432

"ALIMONY"

Phono

W. S.

Admission

10c

FOR Sl'ND.W DINNER
Kansas City beef, pork, veal
minion, spring lamb, hams,
pork tenderloin, cairn liver
frankfurters and meat loaf.
California lettuce, celery, native asparagus, rhubarb, spinach, green beans, fresi tomatoes, radishes and onions.
Straw lierries,

hiinunas,

grapefruit, tangerines.

Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
Groceries

4

495-49-

9

J

Strong Brothers I
unaenaKers

PROMPT SERVICE.

PHONK
STRONG BLIC, OOPPKR
AND SECOND.

r

i

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunche.

Pullman Cafe.
Thorn. Tan. Phone 273.

Martin &
Clarence Swett, son of Mrs. Cora M.
Kwett, is reported quite ill.
George Montgomery, who for the
past week has been ir. rv,n Francisco,
Calif., returned here yesterday afternoon.
Lew Wallace chapter, D. A. It., will
meet at 3 o'clock this afternoon with
Mrs. 11. P. Hanu-- at 500 North Eleventh tmt.
Overflow of passenger traffic necessitated two sections to train No. 2,
cistbound, into und out of Albuquerque yesterday afternoon.
Juilye 11. P. Barnes went to Helen
last night to meet with the board of
trustees of the Belen land grant in
connection with some land sales today.
Lew Wallace chapter. Daughters of
the American Revolution will meet ut
3 o'clock this afternoon at
the home
of Mrs. H. P. Barnes, 500 North Eleventh street.
I). L. MacBeath, O. F. Leslie, D. K.
Craig and Bob Hughes, employes in
the government roiwls office, have
gone on an inspection trip of work
being df no on roads in this state.
BLUEHER ORCHESTRA
The local police were advised yesterday to look out for burglars who
w. s. s
broke into the
comExperienced
pany's store at Grants Thursday night
Saleswomen. AddIv at Th
and slolo revivers,
clothing und
Economist.
shoes.
Mrs. M. Elper and children, Doris
and Bernice, who have been spending
GENTRY'S 1(GGS
the winter in Albuquerque, left last
Hawkins,
on
Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y
limited
the
for their home
night
nnd Sao .lose Markets 5o dozen.
in. Des Moines, la. Mr. Elper will
w. S. S
f
meet them in Kansas City.
The drafted men who will leave
here for Camp Funston on a special
train tonight, wore instructed yesterday to report at the office of the draft
hoard at 9 o'clock this morning to receive final Instructions and elect a
BLUEHER ORCHESTRA
captain of the squad.
The case of Juan Garcia, of Albu-- W. B, S..
versus his brother, Jose
querque,
Persons who wish to renew or Jake
Garcia y Ortega, of Socorro county,
was being heard by Judge Haynolds In out membcrshlpc In lha Red Cross
chambers yesterday. Breach of con- - can do so by callingCkat Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson
Co., Grimshaw's
or Mrs. H. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
s

if

DANCE TONIGHT
AT W. O. W. HALL

i

i

i
t

WANTED

Bond-Sarge-

I-

--

Springer-Transfe-

r

Co,

FOR HAULING
Trash, Ashes and Things.

rorra

Phones

60-61-1-

205 South

19

the morning

rr

TWO PARTS, EPISODE

Journal wants bring results.

RESPECT

EVERY

THE GREAT FAVORITE

PERFKCTIOX 1'ICTIRE
xp anil punch from start to finish.

In

production full of

ADDED EXTRA ATTRACTION

"VENGEANCE

AND THE WOMAN"

Yon All Know There Are None Better Thuii This.

til 1 1 Tomorrow, Wm.
fffltfl
ff I
to t
I Afternoon,
I

1

S.
10

Hart in His Latst 'THE TIGER MAN'
to

Cents. Nights,

15c

11

Children,

10c

"ma"

IDEAL
THEATER
TODAY AND TOMORROW

I

Great Attraction
Thos. H. Ince Presents

Civilization

Two Parts

"THE SOUL HERDER" Three Parts
With 3,500 feet of new
Films never before seen
on the New Mexico screen

Our First Shipment of Navajo Rugs
v'
Has Arrived
,

A powerful

And Will Be on Sale on and After

prices are made for quick sale. About 100
small rugs in the lot to go at

(J-

II

-

J)XeUD

THE REtilLAR $2.50 SIZE.

production.

PRICES:
Adults, 20c; Children, 10c
POPULAR

APRIL 27TH
SATURDAY,
There is a fine assortment of sizes and colors and the

,:

.

.

scene: from
.THOS.H. INCE'SCIVILIZATION-

Ttrf
Best Music in City by Talented
Pianist

Come in and Look Them Over Before Buying Elsewhere.
To Help I nele Sam Win the War, We Will tiive a 25c War Saving
- Stamp With Every $10 Purchase.

THE BENNETT INDIAN TRADING CO.
North East Corner Fourth and Gold Avenue
Opposite Postoffice

The Old Relluhle

Blunket Stoic.

Established

,

Gallup Lump
Cerrillos Lump

Co.
Hahn Goal
tt

Gallup

Bttrtej

OerrUloa Burr

PHONE
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL
Coke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling.

1882,

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE

April 30, May

;
I

WOMEN'S SHOES
$2.50 to $9.50

'

-

0

BABIES' SHOES
$.50 to $2.00
We Are at Your Service,

A magnificent screen spectacle abounding in thrills,
cheers, laughs and absorbing human interest.
"Maciste outdoes Fairbanks," a New York Daily says.

J
y

'THt

WAfcRIOlCwrTH

MACI5TC.THC STR.0NGCST MftNmTMt

314 West Central

V

-

WORLD

ARTS STARRING

Maciste Hero of Cabiria

j

"!)
US

MAY.

and 2

'The Warrior''
f
SEVEN

3

1

PRESENTS

1

BOYS' SHOES
$2.00 to $5.00

a

8, 9..10.

15

"THE LOST EXPRESS"

MEN'S SHOES
$3.50 to $8.50

C,

I

JIM

First St.

com-

alvTradVeggs.
On nale by trading
thry are laid, toe.

IN

FIVE-PAR- T

131

-l

2:4r, 4:30, 6:13,

1.

"THE GIFT OF GAB"

J. A. Skinner

shoes.

GIRLS' SHOES
$2.00 to $5.50

SHOWS

AND TEAS

States Food Administration License No.

10c; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

Mr. Jack Gardner in

certain Shoe Values, this
reliable Shoe House asks
for your consideration.
If you will make this
Store, your Shoe Store,
you will not .wear poor
shoes or shoes of uncertain quality and you will
also be assured of not
paying too much for your

"

the chairman of the Membership
mittee. No. 13S1--

E

25c

"THE MYSTERY SHIP"

DANCE TONIGHT;
AT W. O. W. HALL

"J

COFFEE

...... Adults,

THEATER

Fine If

WANTED

Choice Shoes!

TIME Ol

HIGH-CLAS- S

BEBBER, OPTICIAN
Citizens Bank Bide.

Let Us Send a Man

I

CACTUS BUTTER. RED STAR FLOUR AND MEAL.

United

NEWS NO. 30.

TODAY ONLY

rRWTAI
TWiAV
i iiLniLii i vin i
vn i u i rti THFATF&
FIVE CENTS

'

75.

Extra

Some

Receiving

CHASE & SANBORN'S

10c

Kin-kor-

I

1

Every Penny Helps

Two Packages Sambo Pancake Flour

W. S. S.

Orders taien for service flags.
Women of American Army, 223 West
Gold Avenue.
W. S. S.
BrTTNEB, norsH
tract in connection with the sale oi, 819 South First. Nice clean rooms;
some land is alleged.
light housekeeping n Minis. Phone 221.
w. s. s.
The Bacheihi Mercantile company-doeAlfalfa in car lots. .Chas. Donlin,
not want the trade of
and has adopted a novel way of Hooper, Colo.
so informing them. A large placard in
$1
one of the windows reads: "If you are
a German sympathizer if you are
Four
suits
$1.25.
pressed
against this war for humanity stay Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
out of here. We don't want your busi(SIM).
Phone
Delivery.
ness."
.
W. S. R.
The rted Cross chapter here has es- TELL
HENRY'S DELIVERY
tablished canteen headquarters in the
Phono 039.
Fred Harvey curio room, near the Your baggage-- troubles.w. s. s.Santa Ke passenger station. Soldiers
ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE.
,.
passing through, those that stop here
Good curs nnd quick service. Cheap
end those on regular troop trains may rates
by the liour. Phone 411.
Main refreshment and assistance
from tlie local canteen.
Thomas S. Bunn and Milton A.
t
rode their bicycles out to the
foothills, about a mile beyond Silvas.
yesterday and to guard against theft
they secreted their bicycles in a cave
and took the added precaution to
cnain and lock them together. Wrhat
was their amazement when they reExperienced Rirl or woman for
turned about two hours later to find general housework; references. 721
that the front wr.eel of each bicycle
had been stolen. They had to walk West Copper. Phone 1148.
to town, about thirteen
miles, ana
bring the bikes in on one wheel.
Henry Myers, who resided In thi?
HAY FEVER
city years ago, now a member of the
Its alleviation, and .cure, by my
Mycrs-LeibAdvertising Service, combined treatments of OsteopaPhoenix, Ariz., is in the city, coming
thy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.
from
a business trip to Magdalena
up
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
last night. Mr. Myers will remain
Office Stern Building
three or four days. He says Phoenix
Phones Office 055. Residence, 825
is becoming that is, not like In the
early days, but everybody feels happy, prosperous, and the city is enjoy-in- g
substantial growth.
E. F. Landolfi, of the First Savings
To Replace That Broken Window
Bank & Trust company, is tn receipt
Glass.
of a postcard from Dave Hittenhouse,
CO.
LUMBER
"somewhere in France," which shows
ALBCQCERQUH
Phone 421.
423 N. tint.
the picture of Hittnhouso and Paul
Becker, in French uniforms. The boys
show evidence of good treatment and
plenty to eat, which is one of th
principles of I'ncle Sam, and the card
tells the people that they are "as happy as they look (a smile is on their
faces) and feel great." Hittenhouse is
being taught the French language by
a "swell and refined young
These days of advanceFrench
lady," so he writes.
ment Shoe Prices and un-

Are

COMEDY

KEYSTONI

L

Admission
Admission

MATINEE
EVENING

Strawberries Every Day

SUITSCLEANED,

orungCH.

and Meats
Tijcras. Phones

We

TWO-REE-

HEARSTS-PATH- E

on Reserve at Matson's
FRIDAY, APRIL 26

White and Green
Asparagus
New Turnips and Beets
New Potatoes
Red and White Radishes

.

Dentist
Roomi 1 and 2, Whiting Building
I'hone No. 684.
Cornet Second and GoU.

Adults, 15c

A

TAX

Skinner's Grocery

W. S. S.

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL

"Mr. Briggs Closes the House"

JiJM

Green Beans
Tomatoes
f;! Fresh Peas
Cucumbers
Artichokes
Head Lettuce

IN

ALSO

$1.50

WAR

M.

'

NO RAISE IN PRICES

Invest in a War Savings Stamp

s.

B. M. WILLIAMS

--

Seats

2407-F-

infin'miiii'tf

BATCH'S OLD STAND

Special Feature in Slv Heels With an All Star Cast

Night 7:30
Children

NO ADDITIONAL

MOGUL TRACTOR

tt

PHONE 667
FREE CALL AND DELIVER!
Livery and saddle Horace. Trimble'!
Red Barn.

2:30

Cos-Pret- U

Admission

A

A

IN FIVE PARTS

ll of Novelties. Cinque
nines.
Girls,
Songs,
Dances.
PATRIOTIC F1XALR

FOR SALE
,

BY

COMEDY

t

$1.00

V- -

THE TIE THAT BURNS

A

"The Family Skeleton"

University Talent

General Contractors nnd Builders
I'hone 945
207 W- Gold

LOST Small, blue leather,
pocket book containing stamps
change and ticket to dinner at
Y. M. C. A. Please return to
Journal Office Reward.
CITY ELOTRIU8SHOE SHOP

T YRIC THEATETRp
JLw
jLd
TODAY ONLY

601 W.

W. S.

Book lir i:THEL IIICKEV
Music by i:. STANLEY SEDER
JOK SCOTTI, Director

MUSICAL

BUNGALOWS
Prichard & Prichard

BLUEHER ORCHESTRA

Matinee

1

SIDEWALKS

DANCE TONIGHT
AT W. O. W. HALL
--

M.

--

In
llu.v

of fire phone

The Air

Up In

m

c harles Ray

Dramatic Club
Presents

161,

lLJJ

AST TTMF TOHAV
Va'

T

THOMAS H. INCE Presents

U. N. M.

Dave Hentsoii, Jr.,
Box 130, Old Allmguerque, N. M.

ROBERT JONES
Coal and South Walter
Phone 57

S15

Conquers rheumatism, appendicitis, deafness, liny fever, asthma,
eye, stomach, liver anil kidney
truiiMc, by correcting the Spine.
W. L. JOHNSON, 1). C.
1
N. T. Arniijo Bldg.,

Mi

House of High Class Pictures and Music

APRIL 29

M. BOWERS

IVirr, (utnfrlinl lMfn-ii- .
l.Ur HIiIk.. Thlnl und (.old.

No.

phone

WARD'S

jjfljiii

Opera House

CHIROPRACTIC

OK

DR. H
lllllllil'I'lls of pounds of Pure Creamery linttcr
mil will he sold nt wliolcsalo price; pound

,

DR.

7

New

,

Phone

Sfe Fitted

Apples.
50c anil 60c
is our stoi k for this

moriiing: pound

CRYSTAL

Second and Central
"Grinisliaw Wants to Sic You"

EYES

Sound California

Celery.

SHOP

10-2-

New Potatoes

4

Fifth mid Gold

CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATES
LOS ANOELKS

GRIMSHAW'S

Touring

One 1018 Maxwell Demonstrator.
One 1)110 King Eight. Si:.0.
One 1MB Ford Roadster; new
tires, lino shape, $2M.
One 1916 Cuse-1- 0;
line shape.
SEE THESE ( Alls.

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces

FRESH
'

1918.

Matinee at 2:30 each day.

ADULTS, 25c'

Nights at 7:30 and 9:00

CHILDREN 15c

;
,

'

